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East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. ("EKPC"); PSC Case No. 2013-00291 

Dear Mr. Derouen: 

Enclosed please find for filing with the Commission in the above-referenced case an original 
and eight (8) copies of the Complainants' Response to the Data Requests served by the Defendant. 

MAR/abh 
Enclosures 
DavidS. Samford, Esq. (with enclosure) 

Very truly yours, 

M. Alex Rowady 



COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCY 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

CASE NO. 2013-00291 

HAROLD BARKER; 
ANN BARKER; and 
BROOKS BARKER, 

) 
) 
) 

COMPLAINANTS ) 
) RESPONSE OF COMPLAINANTS 

v. ) TO DATA REQUESTS SERVED 
) BY DEFENDANT 

EAST KENTUCKY POWER 
COOPERATIVE, INC., 

) 
) 

DEFENDANT ) 

***************** 

Come the Complainants, Harold Barker, Ann Barker and Brooks Barker, by counsel, and 

file the attached Response to Data Requests served by Defendant. 

Respectfully submitted, 

M. ALEX ROWADY, ESQ. 
Blair & Rowady, P.S.C. 
212 South Maple Street 
Winchester, Kentucky 40391 
(859) 744-3251 
ATTORNEY FOR COMPLAINANTS 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

This is to ceiiify that the original and eight true copies of the foregoing was hand
delivered to Kentucky Public Service Commission, P.O. Box 615, Frankfort, Kentucky 40602-
0615 and a true copy was sent by first-class mail to David S. Samford, Esq., Gross Samford, 
PLLC, 2365 Harrodsburg Road, Suite B235, Lexington, Kentucky 40504, this 1i11 day of May, 
2014. 

M. ALEX ROWADY, ESQ. 



COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCY 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

CASE NO. 2013-00291 

HAROLD BARKER; 
ANN BARKER; and 
BROOKS BARKER, 

) 
) 
) 
) COMPLAINANTS 
) TESTIMONY OF ANN BARKER 

v. ) and BROOKS BARKER 
) 

EAST KENTUCKY POWER 
COOPERATIVE, INC., 

) 
) 

DEFENDANT ) 

* * * * * * * * * 

ANN BARKER and BROOKS BARKER, after being duly sworn, testify as follows: 

1. They are Complainants in the above-styled matter. 

2. Complainant Ann Barker, along with her husband, Complainant Harold Barker, 

own real property located at 5450 Mt. Sterling Road, Winchester, Kentucky. Defendant East 

Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. owns and operates a 345 kV/138 kV transmission line which 

runs through said property. 

3. They have attached hereto a joint statement which they adopt as their testimony 

herein. 

ANNB ' R 

BROOKS BARKER 



STATE OF KENTUCKY ) 
) s.s. 

COUNTY OF CLARK ) 

ubscribed and sworn to before me by ANN BARKER and BROOKS BARKER, on 
this . ay of May, 2014. 

M. ALEX ROW ADY, ESQ. 
Blair & Rowady, P.S.C. 
212 South Maple Street 
Winchester, Kentucky 40391 
859-744-3251 
ATTORNEYS FOR COMPLAINANTS 

NOTARYP LIC 
STATE OF KENTUCKY AT LARGE 



JOHN C. PFEIFFER/ 

STATEOFKENTUCKY ) 
) s.s. 

COUNTY OF JEFFERSON) 

The foregoing is subscribed and sworn to before me by JOHN C. PFEIFFER, on this 
_._day of May, 2014. 

M. ALEX ROWADY, ESQ. 
BLAIR & ROW ADY, P.S.C. 
212 South Maple Street 
Winchester, Kentucky 40391 
859-744-3251 
ATTORNEYS FOR COMPLAINANTS 

NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF KENTUCKY AT LARGE 
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1. Refer to page 2 of the Barkers' testimony. Please produce any and all 
documentation confirming the assertion that EKPC approved the location of the Barkers' 
residence or detached garage. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

In 1973, Brooks Barnes (Ann Barker's father) asked EKPC to stake it's ROW 
c;:irrying the then-existing 69kv line in anticipation of building the home where the 
Barkers now reside. Two EKPC employees met with Brooks Barnes, Ann Barker 
and Arnold Brown (the builder) in October of 1973 and used the floor plan to stake 
the EKPC easement. At the conclusion of this meeting EKPC determined there 
was adequate room for the house to be built without interfering with EKPC's ROW. 
Unfortunately Brooks Barnes and Arnold Brown are both deceased. 

Since 1973 there has been no mention that the house was in EKPC's easement 
until the construction of this 345kv/138kv transmission line. 

*A correction should be made to this question number 1 and also throughout this 
document- the garage/candy shop are ATTACHED to the residence. 





2. Refer to page 7 of the Barkers' testimony. Please describe the procedure by 
which you obtained the measurements of the level of magnetic or electric fields. At a 
minimum, this should include: 

a. An identification of the type of equipment used, including the brand name, 
manufacturer and serial number. 

b. The date you acquired each and every piece of equipment identified in 
response to (a) above and the person(s) from whom you acquired each and every 
piece of said equipment. 

c. The date(s) upon which you have each and every piece of equipment 
identified in (a) above calibrated, the method of calibration, the standard used for each 
calibration and person(s) performing the calibration. 

d. The training you received to operate said equipment. 

e. A step-by-step description of the process by which you obtained each 
measurement. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

a.- The barkers own a EMF/ELF meter. It is an Extech Instruments brand 

electromagnetic field meter. Serial no. R125439. 

b.- The Extech meter was purchased from Grainger of Lexington on Aug.14 2007. 

The Barkers also own a Fluke 79 series 2 multimeter- serial no. 58550751 and 

a Meterman 37XR multimeter- serial no. 030108169. The Fluke 79 meter was 

purchased in 1993 in Lexington Ky. The Meterman was purchased from MCM 

Electronics about 2004. 

c.- All of the above meters were calibrated by the manufacturer. 

The Extech EMF Meter was compared against Paul Dolloff's EMF meter from 

EKPC at the time of our meeting in Dec. 2008. The Extech meter was again 

compared to John Pfeiffer's Alpha Lab meter model UHS AC on Jan.19, 2012 

which confirmed our meters' accuracy. 

d.- The Barkers were shown how to use the EMF field meter referenced in (a) 

above by Brooks Barker, a licensed electrician with over 20 years of electric/ 

electronic technology experience. Brooks Barker has many years of 

experience using the above mentioned meters. 

Continued on next page ........ . 



EMF field meter steps. 

1. turn meter on to the Gauss setting. 

2. align the sensor slowly towards the device being tested and read the 

LCD display. Then note the field intensity reading on the screen. 

The multimeters are simply switched on to the A/C volts setting, 

the ground lead connected to earth ground and the positive lead 

connected to metal on the vehicle. This would give you the voltage 

reading induced on the vehicles from the transmission lines. 





3. Refer to page 7 of the Barkers ' testimony, where it is stated that Dr. Carpenter 
testified in February 2010 before the Minnesota State Legislature. Please provide the 
outcome of that proceeding, including copies of any published reports and studies. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

We have requested a copy of the outcome of this preceding but as of this date we 
have not received any reports. This requires a request through the open records 
act with the state of Minnesota. This was a CAPX2020 345kv transmission line 
from Brookings, South Dakota to Hampton, Minnesota. The applicants were Great 
River Energy and XCEL Energy. PUC Docket# ET2ffl-08-1474 OHH Docket# 
7-2500-20283-2. The attorney was Paula MaccAbee. Ph. 651-775-7128. 





4. Refer to page 9 of the Barkers' testimony. Please provide a detailed description 
of the underlying facts and reasoning supporting the conclusion that the 138kV circuit is 
unnecessary since it has been operated at 69 kV. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

In determining the need for a transmission line one needs to refer to "Siting of 
Electric Transmission Lines" Research Report No. 348, Adopted November 8, 
2007 to determine if this line was unnecessary. 

Pageix 

Any transmission owner that uses federally guaranteed loans, which are usually 
administered through the Rural Utilities Service, must comply with the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) before those funds are released. This law 
requires that prior to taking any major action, the acting party must consider the 
environmental impact of that action. The NEPA process and Kentucky's CPCN 
process each requires that the applicant develop a centerline for the route of the 
proposed transmission line. There is no guarantee that a centerline approved 
under one process will be approved by the other. Some NEPA compliance issues 
may require transmission owners to mitigate the effects of a specific project by 
adjusting a transmission centerline to avoid or minimize potential impact to a 
cultural resource. Recent PSC orders, however, have required that approved 
transmission centerlines cannot be adjusted by more than 500 feet on either side 
of the centerline and then only by written agreement with the property owner." 

Page 12 

"Criteria for Approving Proposed Transmission Lines 

Kentucky's criteria for granting a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 
(CPCN) for new electric transmission lines derive from the interpretation of the 
meaning of "public convenience and necessity" in KRS 278.020. This 
interpretation was handed down in 1952 by the Court of Appeals of Kentucky, at 
that time Kentucky's highest court, in Kentucky Utilities Company v. Public Service 
Commission. That case established two elements that must be met by an 
applicant seeking to construct a new line: 1) need and 2) an absence of wasteful 
duplication of facilities. 

The first element has been mostly uncontested. The second element has been 
the subject of much discussion since the 2004 amendments to the statute, 
resulting in clarification through Public Service Commission cases. PSC has said 
that to demonstrate an absence of wasteful duplication, an applicant must 
establish that it has conducted a thorough review of all reasonable alternative 
routes and that its choice of the proposed route was reasonable (PSC Case No. 
2005-00207, Oct. 31, 2005). To establish these two elements, an applicant must 
show that it comprehensively considered the use of existing utility corridors and 
other rights-of-way (PSC Case No. 2005-00089, Aug. 19, 2005)." 

continued on next page .......... . 
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"The second element required is the "absence of wasteful duplication" resulting 
from the construction of the new transmission lines. Duplication involves the 
following considerations: 

• an excess of capacity over need; 

• an excessive investment in relation to productivity or efficiency; and 

• an unnecessary multiplicity of physical properties, such as rights-of-way, poles 
and wires. 

·An unnecessary multiplicity involves "inconvenience to the public 
generally, and economic loss through interference with normal uses of the 
land, that may result from multiple sets of rights-of-way and a cluttering of 
the land with poles and wires." 

The Kentucky Court of Appeals in 1952 (Kentucky Utilities Co. v. PSG 
252 S.W. 2d 885, Ky. 1952) emphasized however, that the "cost" factor in 
considering duplication is not to be given more consideration than the "need" for 
service. If it appears that an existing facility cannot or will not provide adequate 
service, it might be proper for some duplication and some economic loss to be 
suffered, so long as the duplication and resulting loss are not greatly out of 
proportion to the need for service." 

The lower transmission line was designed and built as a 138 kV line rather than a 
69 kV line. The difference between the two types of line 69kv vs. 138 kV is the 
cost of the line supporting insulator and any lightning arrestors installed on the 
line. 

If EKPC intended to only use the line as a 69 kV line then why did they spend the 
extra money to install a 138 kV line? This is clearly wasteful spending and a 
violation of the Siting requirements. 
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5. Refer to the Barker Testimony, page 9. Please explain in detail how the Barkers 
concluded that the upgrade of the existing transmission line was connected with the 
possible addition of Warren Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation as a member of 
EKPC. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

We believe that the construction of the 138kv/345kv Smith-Hunt-Sideview lines 
would not have been rushed through in the manner it was if EKPC had not been 
on a very tight timeline to get transmission lines and associated substations built 
for the connections to supply electric to Warren RECC. It is our belief that the 
construction of the numerous projects starting at this time and the magnitude of 
costs created a financial burden on EKPC which resulted in requests for three rate 
increases from Jan. 2007 to May 2010. This is also related to Clark Energy 
seeking an 11% residential rate increase in Dec.2009. 





6. Refer to Response 5, page 12 of the Barkers' testimony. Please provide a copy 
of all surveys of the Barker Property undertaken for the purpose of ascertaining the 
precise area of the additional right of way easement. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

Enclosed is the amended verified petition signed Dec.19 2006, accounting for the 
.03 acres of additional right of way. The attached amended exhibit (A) map on the 
following page mistakenly identifies the EKPC's electric transmission line as 
crossing the lands of Fred J. Farris. Whereas actually the land in exhibit (A) is the 
Barkers property and the KSPSZC numbers in the description are not consistent 
with the numbers on the map. Also attached on the following page is an e-mail 
from Mary Jane Warner verifying the amended verified petition to include the 
anchors and guy wires in the additional easement. 
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M. Alex Rowady 

From: Mary Jane Warner [maryjane.warner@ekpc.coop] 

Sent: Friday, November 10, 2006 3:27PM 

To: M. Alex Rowady 

Cc: Roger Cowden; Bill Sharp; Sherman Goodpaster 

Subject: RE: Harold and Ann Barker 

Hi Alex-

Thank you for your quick response. 

Issue #1 

We will amend the Verified Petition to include the anchor and guy areas in the easement and will modify Exhibit 
#1 to the Verified Petition to show the offset in the easement for the guys and anchors. (P .S. -Roger looked over 
the case and you two may wish to discuss further for future reference, but we are willing to make this agreement 
regardless.) 

Issue #2 

We have had very limited success in assuming the responsibility for buying and planting trees to the satisfaction 
of property owners. We will pay the Barkers $3000 for them to use in plant"1ng whatever they desire to replace the 
front yard trees, subject to the rights acquired by EKPC for the transmission line. This sum will be separate and 
apart from any settlement or jury verdict resulting from the transmission line easement itself, but will be the final 
settlement on the issue of the front yard trees only. It is very important that the Barkers understand that, 
consistent with the rrghts EKPC is acquiring, any trees planted in or around the easement area are subject to 
trimming or cutting should they grow to a height which would create a problem with electrical clearance or could, 
when in falling, contact the conductors. In the alternative, the Barkers could either use the $3000 to plant trees 
away from the easement area so as not to risk the future problem, or choose trees from a list approved by EKPC. 
It must be understood that any tree that is deemed a danger to the line per the rights acquired by EKPC will be 
cut or trimmed. 

Issue #3 

I do not know the status of the felled trees on this property, but I will discuss with our inspector. Generally, we 
have no claim to the cleared trees and, pending my check and report back to you on the current status, we will 
leave them in place forti'ie Barkers use. 

Please respond to the Barkers as soon as you can and Roger or I will contact you on Monday to finalize this 
agreement. 

Thank you very much for your attention to this matter. 

Mary Jane 

Mary Jane Warner, P.E. 
Manager, Power Delivery Expansion 
East Kentucky Power Cooperative 
859-7 45-9344 
FAX 859-744-6008 



Please note my e-mail address change- maryjane.warner@ekpc.coop 

-----Original Message-----
From: M. Alex Rowady [ma!lto:alex@blairrowadylaw.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 10, 2006 2:30PM 
To: Mary Jane Warner 
Subject: Harold and Ann Barker 

Page 2 of2 

Mary Jane: The only two issues we need to resolve are the guy wires and the trees. As for the former, 
there needs to be an "extention" of the easement to cover the air space between the poles and the ground 
and, of course, for the ground where the guy wires are anchored. As for the trees, the Barkers want EKPC 
to replace (at its expense) the front yard trees it intends to remove with a shorter species of the Barkers 
choosing. Also, the Barkers want to take possession of all trees felled (at any location on their farm) 
whether the wood is "merchantable" or not. Hopefully, this will clarify my clients' position for you. Thanks, 
Alex 

1 1 /1 f"ll'"'lf"lf"IL 



COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
CLARK CIRCUIT COURT 

CNIL ACTION NO. 06-CI-00419 

EAST KENTUCKY POWER COOPERATIVE, INC., 
A KENTUCKY CORPORATION PLAINTIFF 

VS: AMENDED VERIFIED PETITION 

HAROLD BARKER, et al DEFENDANTS 

******** 
COMES the Plaintiff, East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc., by and through its duly 

authorized attorney, states that for its Verified Petition for condemnation filed herein, Plaintiff failed to 

include an Anchor Easement Area, consisting of an additional 0.03 acres that Plaintiff will acquire, that 

is 30' wide and extends an additional 45' from the edge of said transmission line easement, which is 

the subject of this action. Therefore, Plaintiff states that for its Amended Verified Petition for 

condemnation the following numbered paragraph 5 should hereby read as follows: 

5. It is necessary for the Plaintiff to rebuild, enlarge, and double circuit the electric 

transmission line and system currently located upon the Defendant's property in accordance with the 

rights specifically described herein and to expand the existing 1 00' wide right-of-way by acquiring an 

additional 50' right-of-way boundary for a total width of 150 feet, and an anchor easement area, 

consisting of an additional 0.03 acres and extends 45' from the edge of the new easement (and 30' 

wide), as shown on the attached "Amended Exhibit A". The centerline of said right-of~way is 

described as follows: 

Beginning at a point between the subject land herein noted and the land ofU. S. Highway 
60 at Kentucky State Plane, South Zone Coordinate (hereinafter called KSP, SZC) 
N:2262201, E:2113466, and running thence N18"50'57"E, for a total distance of 
approximately 518 feet to a point in the line where line turns at KSP, SZC N:2262691, 
E:2113634, and running thence N17° 48'40''E, for a total distan.ce of approximately 2236 
feet to a point in the line where line turns at KSP, SZC N:2264819, E:2114317, and 
running thence Nl4"54'42''E, for a total distance of approximately 1359 between the 
subject property and the land of Gerald Rogers at KSP, SZC N:2266132, E:2114667. 



Plaintiff hereby adopts, restates and reiterates each and every other allegation contained in the 

Original Verified Petition not in consistent herewith. 

STATEOFKENTUCKY ) 
)SCT. 

COUNTY OF CLARK ) 

~W.HENLEY 

RO;r:a.~f::L 
SHERMAN GOODPASTER ill 
EASTKENTUCKYPO~R 

COOPERATIVE, INC. 
P.O.BOX707 
WINCHESTER, KY 40392~0707 
(859) 744-4812 

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 

VERIFICATION 

The affiant, Roger R. Cowden, states that he is Senior Corporate Counsel of the Plaintiff, 

East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc., and that this affiant has read the foregoing Petition and that 

the statements contained therein are true. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me in the aforesaid state and county by Roger R. Cowden 

this the / o/'fi. day of December 2006. 

My notarial commission expires: /.2 ) ao I 0 f1 
~r 1 --""-="---' 

2 

o2uu ·. ~ 
NOTARYP LIC,KY 
STATE-AT-LARGE 
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7. Refer to Response 6b, page 12 of the Barkers' testimony. Please provide any 
and all facts supporting your statement that UT78 is 130 feet tall and not 140 feet tall. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

When approaching the vicinity of the poles in question you can see that UT78 and 
UT80 appear to be of different heights. Also a metal plate is attached to each pole 
that states their height. See photos of ID plate on following page. 







8. Please produce a copy of all recordings in the Barker's custody or control of any 
employees, representatives or agents of EKPC (whether audio or video) and a copy of 
any transcript of each such recording. For each such recording, please state: 

a. The date of the recording. 

b. The identity of the person making the recording. 

c. The identities of each person recorded. 

d. Whether each person recorded gave prior consent to the recording. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

Dec .2008 Paul Dolloff from the Research and Development Dept. of EKPC came 
to our residence to provide a copy of and explain the measurements of the electric 
field data taken on Dec. 5th 2008. 

Brooks Barker made the audio recording. 

Harold Barker, Ann Barker, Brooks Barker and Paul Dolloff were present. 

Mr. Dolloff gave consent to be recorded since he had arrived early for the meeting 
and Ann Barker was working in Lexington Ky. on that date and could not be 
present at the beginning of the meeting. 

Everyone at the meeting knew it was being recorded. Enclosed in the front of this 
folder is the cd of the entire meeting with Paul Dolloff and the Barkers. 





9. Please provide a copy of all proposals, suggestions or offers made by the 
Barkers, directly or indirectly through counsel or other agents or representatives, to 
EKPC regarding the location of the transmission line on their property. If written 
copies of any such proposal, suggestion or offer do not exist, please provide a detailed 
description of the substance of each such proposal, suggestion or offer. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

On March 20th 2006 the survey company staked the proposed new ROW on the 
Barker property and this was the first time we knew the easement would be going 
through the middle of the front yard and through the carport and attached 
garage/candy shop. Three days later on March 23rd 2006 the Barkers met with 
EKPC's Dominic Ballard, Mary Jane Warner, Mike Wells, Dan McNichol, Paul 
Dolloff and Rick Drury at the Barker residence to discuss this unnecessary ROW 
encroachment on our residence. This was totally unacceptable and it was obvious 
none of our requests voiced at the open house on November 10, 2005 had even 
been considered. The new poles were to be in the same location as the old ones
beside our front yard fence. The first set of old poles (near U.S.60) across the 
road on the Farris property were to be removed and not replaced. We showed 
EKPC all the land on the East and West side of our residence which we owned 
and asked that everything be moved away from the house. 

After a month went by and the Barkers had not heard or received any further 
discussion on the matter the Barkers requested another meeting on April 2ih 
2006. At this meeting the Barkers met with Dominic Ballard, Paul Dolloff, Dan 
McNichol and Rick Drury. EKPC indicated that maybe the poles beside the front 
yard fence could be moved if Mr. Farris had not signed his easement on the 
property across the road. 

After another month had gone by and the Barkers had not heard any further 
information on the matter, Ann Barker called EKPC and was informed that Mr. 
Farris had already signed his easement. We asked for another meeting on May 29 
2006. At this meeting we informed EKPC that we knew they had went directly from 
our meeting on April 2ih 2006 to Mr. Farris for the purpose of securing his 
easement. This appeared to be a deliberate attempt by EKPC to block any 
adjustments to the easement and poles on our property. 

At the meeting on May 29 2006 EKPC indicated that maybe they could move the 
first set of poles next to the side yard to behind the garage and we would have to 
pay $10,000 each since they would be taller. We agreed on the price of the poles 
and asked that the lines be moved further east away from our residence. EKPC 
indicated that they put the additional 50 ft. of new ROW east of the old easement. 
Two weeks later EKPC called and said we would not have to pay for the poles. 
This was the ideal time for EKPC to move the lines totally away from the house 
since no construction had begun and they were in the process of adjusting the 
new 50 ft. portion of the easement. Continued on next page .................. .. 



Instead EKPC left the easement location where it was still encroaching on the 
carport and attached garage/candy shop. From the open house on November 10 
2005 to this day the Barkers have been ardently trying to get these massive lines 
moved a safe distance from our home. 





10. Please provide a copy of all proposals, suggestions or offers made by EKPC, 
directly to the Barkers or indirectly to their counsel, regarding the location of the 
transmission line on their property (including, but not limited to all alternative placement 
locations, variations in transmission line characteristics, offers to purchase right-of-way, 
offers to relocate the structures on the premises, etc.) that were rejected by the Barkers 
If written copies of any such proposal, suggestion or offer do not exist, please provide a 
detailed description of the substance of each such rejected proposal, suggestion or 
offer. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

Refer to question 9 concerning the meetings and offers by EKPC and the Barkers 
regarding the relocation of the poles and easement on the Barker property. 

May 8, 2006 Mike Wells ROW agent came with a formal offer of $14,000 for 
parcel 201 and $8,600 for parcel200. We refused because we still had hope that 
EKPC would move everything a safe distance from our home. May 16, 2006 Mike 
Wells met Ann Barker in Applebee's parking lot and changed the offer on parcel 
201 to $17,000 but left parcel 200 the same. We refused this offer because we still 
had not heard anything from EKPC concerning adjusting the easement. On June 
28, 2006 William Sharp came with a final offer which he retracted after we 
brought to his attention a discrepancy in the linear feet of ROW. On June 29 2006 
William Sharp brought the corrected offer which was $37,800 for both parcels. We 
rejected this offer because he indicated that EKPC was not going to do anything 
about adjusting the easement location. See attachments of offers on following 
page. 

On September 14, 2011 the Barkers, their attorney Alex Rowady and Sherman 
Goodpaster (EKPC attorney) met at the firm of Pierce Hamblin for mediation 
which proved to be unsuccessful. 

On July 31, 2012 EKPC requested that our attorney Alex Rowady, our engineer 
John Pfeiffer meet at their office with EKPC attorney Sherman Goodpaster and 
their engineers (which their engineers never showed up for)- the Barkers were 
asked not to come. No resolution came out of this meeting because their 
engineers failed to appear. 



EAST KENTUCKY COUNTY Clark 

POWER COOPERATIVE 
PROJECT NO. 

OFFER TO PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIGHT OF WAY 
Parcel No. 200 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Barker: 

WORK 
ORDER 

DATE: 5/8/06 

#21461 

A portion of your property is needed for construction of the subject project and has been valued on the basis of 
current market data. The compensation offered and set forth in this statement is not less than the amount approved 
by East Kentucky Power Cooperative (EKPC). This offer is for the acquisition of an additional right of way across 
your property. If accepted, EKPC will require an easement from all parties having an interest therein. All leases, 
mortgages, liens, taxes, and any other encumbrance will have to be released prior to payment of the consideration. 
Our offer for the additional 50' (Fifty Feet) of right of way and additional rights on the existing easement across your 
property is $8,600.00. 

An allocation of the offer is: 

Easement: 
Damages: 

Total: 

1.40 acres for $5,600.00 
$3,000.00 

$8,600.00 

Upon completion of successful negotiations, the signed easement wiD be processed for payment and the check will be 
delivered to you for rmal closing. 

Every effort will be made to answer questions you may have regarding this acquisition and our procedures. 

Very truly yours, 

East Kentucky Power Cooperative Representative 



EAST KENTUCKY COUNTY Clark 

POWER COOPERATIVE 
PROJECT NO. 

OFFER TO PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIGHT OF WAY 
Parcel No. 201 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Barker: 

WORK 
ORDER 

DATE: 5/8/06 

#21461 

A portion of your property is needed for construction of the subject project and has been valued on the basis of 
current market data. The compensation offered and set forth in this statement is not less than the amount approved 
by East Kentucky Power Cooperative (EKPC). This offer is for the acquisition of an additional right of way across 
your property. If accepted, EKPC will require an easement from aU parties having an interest therein. All leases, 
mortgages, liens, taxes, and any other encumbrance will have to be released prior to payment of the consideration. 
Our offer for the additional 50' (Fifty Feet) of right of way and additional rights on the existing easement actoss your 
property is $14,000.00. 

An allocation of the offer is: 

Easement: 
Damages: 

Total: 

3.31 acres for $11,585.00 
$2,000.00 

Upon completion of successful negotiations, the signed easement will be processed for payment and the check wiU be 
delivered to you for final closing. 

Every effort wiU be made to answer questions you may bave regarding this acquisition and our procedures. 

Very truly yours, 

tv\\~~w~ 
East Kentucky Power Cooperative Representative 



June 29, 2006 
RE: Final Offer 
Smith- North Clark Project- W. 0. #21461 
Map #200, 201 
Clark County, Kentucky 

Harold and Ann Barker 
5450 Mt. Sterling Road 
Winchester, KY 40391 

Dear Mr. And Mrs. Barker: 

\ 
As Right of Way Agent for East Kentucky Power Cooperative, I have been Up.able to 

negotiate a settlement with you for a Transmission Line Easement and an Amended & 
Restated Transmission Line Easement across your property in Clark County, ~¢ntucky. 

1 

\ 

An Evaluation by our Right-of-Way Department was made of the subject easem~nts and 
it has been determined that the additional easement of fifty feet (50') wide; four thousand 
one hundred and thirteen feet (4113') long, containing 10 poles, 4 guys, would not 
depreciate your property value more than $37,800.00. 

Please consider this offer and give your response to EKPC no later than July 5, 2006. 
Unless you have responded by the aforementioned date, EKPC will assume you have 
rejected the offer and do not wish to respond. 

Thank you for your time and if you have any questions please call me at the number 
listed below. 

4775 Lexington Road 40391 
P.O. Box 707, Winchester, 
Kentucky 40392-0707 

Tel. (859) 744-4812 
Fax: (859) 744-6008 
http://www.ekpc.coop A Touchstone Energy' Cooperative 





11. Please admit that the Barkers were offered a copy of the Department of Energy's 
RAPID brochure at the November 2005 open house. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

Harold, Brooks and Ann Barker received a copy of the Dept. of Energy's RAPID 
brochure. The Barkers asked questions concerning the EMF levels at the open 
house but the person in charge of explaining this was not available to answer all 
our questions. 
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12. Please provide a detailed description of any and all items in the Barkers' home, 
detached garage or elsewhere on their property that may create an electric or magnetic 
field. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

In the Barkers home we have a computer, can opener, coffee pot, mixer, 
dishwasher, microwave, refrigerator, electric oven, electric range, washing 
machine, clothes dryer, tv, copier, digital clock, vacuum cleaner, air compressor. 
--- The fact remains the fields generated by these appliances decreases very very 
rapidly with distance away from the object. One example is the mixer has high 
readings 1 inch from the housing, however 12 inches away from it the reading is 0. 
All of the above listed items are not in constant use every minute of every day of 
the year. Whereas the EMF levels we are subjected to from the 345kv/138kv 
transmission lines ARE constant every minute, every day of the year throughout 
the entire house and will only increase once they are energized to full capacity. 





13. If it is the Barkers' contention that they have been injured by the proximity of the 
transmission line to their residence or detached garage, please provide a detailed 
description of each such injury, including the date of injury or diagnosis and the facts 
supporting the contention that said injury has been caused by the proximity of the 
transmission line. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

The Barkers currently are not aware of any illness or medical problems because of 
the transmission lines yet. We are a multi-generational household, Harold, 
Brooks, and Ann Barker live constantly with the high EMF levels while the Barkers 
daughter, grandchildren, and step great-grandchildren are exposed while visiting. 
According to experts and studies conducted on the hazards of high EMF levels 
and electric shock there is clearly an association and elevated risk of a variety of 
diseases/ illnesses such as the risk of cancer, alzheimers, ALS, and lateral 
sclerosis. According to studies every effort should be made to avoid long term 
exposures to magnetic fields above 2mg. The electric shock from vehicles which 
happens frequently should also be categorized as an injury as it is definitely an 
unpleasant feeling to receive. 





14. Please provide a detailed explanation as to why the Barkers did not contact the 
Kentucky Public Service Commission ("Commission") subsequent to the November 2005 
Open House and prior to the commencement of the replacement and upgrade project. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

There never was any information provided by EKPC at the November 10, 2005 
open house, or in their packet of information mailed to the affected land owners or 
advertised in the local newspaper on Oct.31, 2005, Nov 3, 5, 7, 2005 as to where 
you could contact any agency with your questions or concerns. 
** See attachments following this question. 

On July 1 0, 2006 a legal public notice was published in the Winchester Sun of 
EKPC's intent to hold a public scoping meeting and prepare an Environmental 
Assessment for the Madison/Garrard Co. transmission line. Ann Barker called and 
wrote a letter to Stephanie Strength of RUS concerning the Barkers problems with 
our easement situation. 
**See attachments following this page. 

It was not until EKPC put a notice in the Winchester Sun dated March 14, 2007 
concerning the Notice Of Intent To Construct the 345kv transmission line through 
Madison/ Garrard counties that advertised a phone number and address for the 
PSG. Once the Barkers had that information Ann Barker then called the PSG on 
several occasions and at that time spoke with Helen Helton ext.244, Deputy 
Richard Raff ext.263, John Shupp ext.421, and Susan Dunn. Ann Barker was 
given a case number PSG 2008-02335 which she was to use in referencing her 
complaints. 

Ann Barker spoke with Susan Dunn of the PSG on several occasions concerning 
the easement, EMF levels and the electric shock. Susan Dunn told Ann Barker 
she had tried to but was unable to resolve the issues and she would forward to 
Ann the last correspondence with EKPC's attorney Sherman Goodpaster. 
**See attachments following this page 
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Transmission Line 

Study Corridor 
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... to learn more about EKPC9s project to construct a transmission substation 
m Clark County near the Sideview community and an associated transmission 
line .from J.K. Smith Station to the new substation. Thi~ project will involve 
rebWlding approximately 17 miles of existing 69-kilovolt transmission line to a 
double-circuit 345/69-kV line, with plans upgrade the line to 345-kV/138-kV 
in the future. In addition, less thaill one mile of new 345-kV transmission tine 
will be constructed to bypa(js eJdsting distribution substations and to connect 
the new substation. 

An open house will be held Thursday. November 10. from noon ro 7 p.m. at the 

Clark County Exlen;..ion 0/lice. 1400 Foi1LIIle Drive, Winchester. 

During the open hnusc. we \Viii rmvidc inhmnatiun about this project to accommodate 

load 1,l"f(l\.'Y1h and t() improve dislrihution reliability of th~ regional transmission ~'Tid. 
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Notice of Intent To Construct 

Proposed Transmission Lines 

East Kentucky Power Cooperative proposes to construct approximately 36 

miles 345-kilovolt transmission line from J.K. Smith Station located in south

em Clark County near Trapp, Ky., southwest through Madison County to the 

northwest of Richmond, Ky., to a new substation to be constructed in Ganard 

County west of Lancaster, Ky. That substation will tie the new line into an 

existing 345-kV line owned by Kentuck-y Utilities. Construction will consist 

primarily of two-pole, H-frame steel structures, with three-pole steel structures 

needed for some angles and dead-ends. The purpose of this line is to help 

EKPC accommodate load growth in Central Kentud.-y and improve the reliabil

ity of the regional transmission grid. 

The transmission line will require a certificate of public convenience and neces

sity to be issued by the Kentucky Public Service Commission (PSC). This 

process will proceed on PSC Docket 2006-00463. You have the right to request 

a local public hearing. Interested persons, including property owners crossed 

by the line, have the right to intervene. Should you have any questions 

coqcerning this process, the Executive Director of the Commission is Elizabeth 

O'Donnell, Kentucky Public Service Commission, P. 0. Box 615, 211 Sower 

Boulevard, Frankfort, Kentucky 40602-0615, telephone (502) 564-3940. 

By working together 
we will arrive at tlze 
best solutions. 



\ 

Dunn, Susan L (PS~ 1
. · 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

·~ 
Ann Barker Memo 
12-19-2008.pdf ... 

Ms. Dunn, 

Sherman Goodpaster [sherman.goodpaster@ekpc.coop] 
Tuesday, December 23, 2008 3:07 PM 
Dunn, Susan L (PSC) 
David Smart; Ann Wood; Rick Drury; Chuck Caudill; Paul Dolloff 
Update-Complaint 2008-02335-Ann Barker 

Ann Barker Memo 12-19-2008.pdf 

J,..._. 

I am attaching the December 19 report of Dr. Paul Dolloff which relates the 
electric field measurements taken on the Barker property to electric field 
standards in those states that have adopted such standards. I would point 
out that the six states listed in the report as having standards are the 
only states of which we are aware that have adopted these types of 
standards. If you or anyone on the Commission staff are aware of any other 
states with such standards, I would appreciate it if you could advise me of 
what these additional standards are so that our data base can be made 
current. 

The report is essentially self-explanatory, and I will refrain from going 
through it point by point, except to state that the measurements taken on 
the property both on the right-of-way and at the edge of the right-of-way 
are well below any of the adopted standards. 

Turning to mitigation, the transmission line that runs adjacent to the 
Barker property is a double circuit configuration with a 345 kV three phase 
circuit on the top of the structures and a 69kV three phase underbuild 
below it. The configuration of these circuits can have an impact on the 
strength of the electric field, and even though the measured electric field 
strengths are actually rather low, in order to further mitigate the 
electric field strengths, EKPC currently plans to "roll the phases" of the 
69kV circuit. This involves reconfiguring the phasing of the 69kV circuit 
so that the "A" phase of the 69kV circuit lines up under the "C" phase of 
the 345kV circuit and the "C" phase of the 69kV circuit lines up under the 
"A" phase of the 345kV circuit. EKPC's modeling indicates that this should 
reduce the electric field strength to an even lower level. This work can 
be performed at the several substations along the route of the 69kV 
circuit, and at the present time, EKPC plans the undertake this 
reconfiguration during the upcoming spring when the 69kV circuit can next 
be taken out of service. EKPC also plans to consider this phasing for all 
future double-circuit transmission lines of like voltages. 

Should you have any questions or need any further information, please 
advise. 

1 



<<Ann Barker Memo 12-19-2008 .pdf>->~-

Sherman Goodpaster III 
Senior Corporate Counsel 
East Kentucky Power Cooperative 
4775 Lexington Road 
Winchester, Ky 40391 
859-745-9375(Voice) 
859-744-6008(Fax) 
859-227-3600(Cell) 
sherman.goodpaster@ekpc.coop 
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15. Please provide a copy of any and all reports, correspondence or other documents 
or recordings provided to the PSC by the Barkers or received by the Barkers from the 
Commission. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

Along with all the reports, correspondence, documents, and recordings previously 
referenced in other questions The Barkers have attached additional e-mails to the 
PSC and their replies. 



.FW: East Kentucky Letter 

FW: East Kentucky Letter 
Barker, Brooks [brooks.barker@fayette.kyschools.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 7:35 PM 
To: Aliciann Moberly 
Attachments: SCN_ 20051019174807_001.pdf (141 KB) 

From: Raff, Richard (PSC) [Richard.Raff@ky.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 1:49PM 
To: Barker, Brooks 
Subject: PN: East Kentucky Letter 

Page 1 of 1 

Attached is the October 7, 2005 letter from East Kentucky Power to the PSC requesting a Staff legal opinion 
relating to the proposed replacement/upgrading of a transmission line. Let me know if you need any additional 
information. 
Richard Raff 
(5020 782-2588 

bttps:/lbluprd08 ll.outlook.com/owa/?ae=ltem&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAAAADCbMievLLL... 6/11 /2013 



Barker, Brooks 

From: Barker, Brooks 
Sent: 
To: 

Wednesday, July 03, 2013 11:54 AM 
DeRouen, Jeff (PSC) 

Subject: RE: Filing Claim Regard ing EKPC's 345kv/ 138kv transmission line per phone 
conversation on June 28th, 2013 

Thank You. 
Ann, Harold & Brooks 

From: DeRouen, Jeff (PSC) [mailto:Jeff.DeRouen@ky.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 11:48 AM 
To: Barker, Brooks 
Subject: RE: Filing Claim Regarding EKPC's 345kv/ 138kv transmission line per phone conversation on June 28th, 2013 

That should be no problem. I believe someone is going to try to contact you today or Friday. 

l:.xecutive Director 
Kentucky Public Service Commission 
2 I I Sower Boulevard 
FranH ort. Kentucky 4060 I 
(502) 564-3940 

From: Barker, Brooks [mailto :brooks.barker@fayette.kyschools.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: DeRouen, Jeff {PSC) 

Subject: RE: Filing Claim Regarding EKPC's 345kv/138kv transmission line per phone conversation on June 28th, 2013 

Thanks so much for the form/process. We will be faxing the completed form back to you soon. 
If possible could we get about a day notice of when the inspector will be coming? 
Thanks again, 
Ann, Harold & Brooks 

From: DeRouen, Jeff {PSC) [mailto:Jeff.DeRouen@ky.govl 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 2:50 PM 
To: Barker, Brooks 
Cc: Raft, Richard (PSC) 

Subject: RE: Fil ing Claim Regarding EKPC's 345kv/ 138kv transmission line per phone conversation on June 28th, 2013 

Thank you for your email and we enjoyed talking with you last week. As we discussed, we are going to send an inspector 
out to look at the safety aspects of the issues you have brought to us. During our conversation you expressed interest in 
filing a formal complaint regarding these matters. Attached is a form motion and procedure to fo llow. 

Thanks. 

Executive Director 

1 



Kentucky Public en-ice Commi ion 
211 ower Boulevard 
Frankfort, Kentucky -W60 I 
(502) 564-3940 

From: Barker, Brooks [mailto:brooks.barker@fayette.kyschools.us] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 8:59AM 
To: DeRouen, Jeff (PSC) 
Cc: Raff, Richard (PSC) 
Subject: Filing Claim Regarding EKPC's 345kv/ 138kv transmission line per phone conversation on June 28th, 2013 

July 1, 2013 

Executive Director 
Public Service Commission 
Jeff Derouen 

Dear Sir: 

Harold, Brooks and I wish to thank you and Mr. Raff for your time and consideration on June 28th, 2013, regarding our 

problem with the EKPC 345kv/138kv transmission lines. 

We believe, that Sherman Goodpaster's letter of October 7th, 2005 to the PSC requesting a staff opin ion for the 
replacement & upgrading of the existing Smith-Hunt-Sideview electric transmission lines thru Clark Co. Ky. was 
misleading. EKPC indicated in t heir letter this would be a replacement & upgrade of their single-circuit 69kv line to a 
double circuit 345kv/69kv electric transmission line. 

Also they indicated that in two locations it would be necessary to locate the 345kv circu it on a separate and new 
centerline, and these sections of the new centerline would be less than 4000 ft. in length. 

Actually EKPC installed a double circuit 345kv/ 138kv line and moved three sections instead of the two indicated, to a 
new easement and created a new centerline of 14,697 ft . The first section was 3751 ft. on the northern end associated 
with the North Clark Co. Substation site. The second was a 6969 ft . section near the southern end on Jackson Ferry Rd. 
where t he ROW was moved due to a property owners request. The third was a 3977 ft. section on the southern end 
located near the J.K. Smith property. All of the above mentioned facts- the 345kv/ 138kv upgrade and the moving of the 
ROW/lines is reported in the Gilpin Group Environmental Report required by RUS and published in May 2006. 

According to KRS 278.020(1) & (2) as indicated in the PSC reply letter to EKPC dated October 261h 2005, an elect ric 
transmission line of 138kv or more, and is more than 5280 ft. in length shall not be considered an ordinary extension of 
an existing system and would require the issuance of a certificate of publ ic convenience and necessity by the 
Commission. Senate bill 246 enacted in 2004 outlines the same requirements and procedures for a CPCN. 

Since no certificate was required all land owners for this 18 miles of lines were denied the normal procedures & time to 
file any claims with the PSC. On October 31st 2005 (five days after your letter to EKPC) we received a notice of an open 
house on November lOth 2005 concerning the expansion on the transmission lines. At this meeting we told Bruce 
Murrey of EKPC that we were concerned about the large voltage increase and the location of the large steel poles so 
close to our home. EKPC indicated they did not know which route would be used for this expans ion at this t ime. The next 
information of any kind from EKPC came in March 2006 when the surveyor staked thei r ROW. The easement is in the 
middle of our front yard and goes through the ca rport and garage of our home. 
From this date of March 2006 forward, we have had numerous meetings, letters and phone conversations with EKPC 
concerning the movement of this easement away from our home- with no success. On June gth, 2006, EKPC filed a 
condemnat ion suit against us in Clark Circuit Court- case no. 06-CI00419. 

2 



Currently the lines are at approximately 20 percent load capacity per EKPC and we receive a shock if you touch the metal 
on a vehicle in the driveway. The EMF levels have been as high as 23 milligauss inside the house. It is necessary to warn 
my customers who come to the Candy Shop that they are in a high electric/magnetic field in case they have a pacemaker 
or other implanted medical devices. 

We believe if the PSC in the beginning had been given accurate details about the expansion, a certificate of public 
convenience and necessity would have been required. This would have given the PSC and all the land owners of these 18 
miles, adequate time to investigate the expansion, file claims and have hearings with the PSC. The CPCN issued for the 
Clark-Madison-Garrard Co. lines appears to have given those land owners the abi lity to formally voice any concerns 
regarding the construction and easement issues of the lines. 

It is due to the inaccurate information and the health & safety concerns of our family and the public, that we are filing 
this claim with the PSC. We appreciate your time and assistance in helping us to resolve an unhealthy and dangerous 
situation caused by these massive transmission lines be ing placed too close to our home. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Barker 
Harold Barker 
Brooks Barker 
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16. Concerning transmission lines, 

a. Please identify how many miles of transmission lines Mr. Pfeiffer has personally 
routed, designed or built, including the voltage of such lines, where they were located 
and who owned them. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

With respect to this investigation I was not asked to design a transmission line but 
rather to evaluate an existing transmission line with respect to its proximity to the 
Barkers' house .. 

Next, we have to define what we consider a transmission line, there are many 
types. For simplicity we will call a transmission line a line of 60 Hz, 69,000 volts or 
higher and that the line transfers electrical energy between two substations where 
the voltage is raised or reduced . Next, when considering the design of a 
transmission line, one has to break the line into its components such as 
pole/tower, conductor, line ampacity, guying requirements and so on. Design of 
transmission line poles is primarily a mechanical engineering task since it has little 
to do with electricity. I normally will not size a pole but rather have a mechanical 
engineer perform the task even though I have had classes in college on subjects 
such as strengths of materials, and static and dynamic mechanical forces, all 
necessary areas of knowledge to design a transmission line. Likewise I am not a 
registered surveyor so I would not layout the final line of the right of way. Other 
areas of design are defining the load requirements of the transmission line, line 
voltage, thermo effects on the heating of the line and line sag. I have performed all 
of these types of tasks during my many years of experience. As an example I 
designed a 13,800 distribution system for Reynolds Aluminum in Louisvil le. The 
aerial cable system consisted of four three-conductor cables in metallic sheath. 
This aerial cable system had a much higher weight per foot then the transmission 
line in question. I defined the loads, laid out the route, specified the cable, 
performed the sag calculation and had a mechanical engineer design the needed 
steel poles, cross arms, and pole burial depth. While these four distribution cables 
are not considered a transmission line, I had to perform the same types of design 
activities. 

Cable data: 

13,800 Volts 

4/0 to 350 kcmil 

3 conductor cable, aluminum, 

2.04 to 2.94 inch diameter, 2.226 to 6.182 lbs/ft. continued on next page ..... . 



Total weight per foot including messenger cables= 24.4 lbs/ft. 

The 345,000 volt transmission line consisted of 6 cables with a total weight of 
approximately 7.4 lbs/foot 

The 138,000 volt transmission line consisted of 3 cables with a total weight of 
approximately 3.6 lbs/foot 

Note: Ice loading is not included in the above. 

b. Has Mr. Pfeiffer ever been personally involved in the budgeting/estimating of a 
transmission line project? If yes, please identify the location, length, voltage, and owner 
of each project. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Again, I have not been asked to des1ign a transmission line and thus have not had 
the need to estimate the cost of a line. However, I have estimated the cost of 
distribution lines in industrial facilities as well as performed many design and 
construction cost estimates over the years. Cost estimating is not normally a part 
of an electrical engineering education but rather is a learned educational function 
through practical experience. Over my 45+ years of experience I have estimated 
many large projects with a high percentage of these projects where I personally 
was exposed to the full financial risk as the owner of an engineering company who 
also did design/build projects. 

Cost estimating for this investigation consisted of obtaining actual material cost 
data and/or using established estimating data. 



17. Please indicate how many electric and magnetic field evaluation reports Mr. Pfeiffer 
had prepared during the past ten years. Please explain why each report was prepared 
and please provide a copy of each such report. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

As in the majority of my engineering activities I am often involved in many 
engineering task that I haven't performed before. It is expected that an engineer 
has sufficient education to know how to obtain the required technical information 
needed to perform any particular project. Engineering education , training classes, 
etc. generally lag way behind technology Thus, engineering schools provide the 
engineer with a set of tools that will allow him/her to research new technologies as 
well as unfamiliar subject matter. An engineer is expected to do far more that just 
follow a cookbook in producing a design. 

With respect to electric and magnetic fields my experience started in engineering 
school where 45 years ago this subject was a major subject of study. Since 
starting to work as an engineer, I have often been called upon to solve problems 
dealing with EMF in the form of electrical noise impacts on electronic/digital 
circuits. Although I have worked with the issue of EMF for years I have not 
produced a formal report on this subject. 



18. Please provide the source(s) for all electrical and magnetic field documentation 
utilized in the Pfeiffer report. In addition, please provide a detailed explanation of how 
information based on 50 Hz power applies to 60 Hz power. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

1. Engineering Electromagnetics, William H Hayt, 1958, McGraw-Hill 
2. Electric Transmission Lines, Hugh Skilling , 1951 , McGraw-Hill 
3. Electrical Interference. Rocco Ficchi , 1964, Hayden Book Co. 
4. IEEE Guide for the Installation of Electrical Equipment to Minimize Electrical 

Noise Inputs to controllers from External Sources, IEEE Std. 518-1982 
5. Multichannel Communication Systems & White Noise Testing. M.J. Tant, 

Marconi Instruments Limited 
6. Grounding and Shielding Techniques in Instrumentation , 2nd Edition, Ralph 

Morrison, 1977, Wiley-I nterscience 
7. Noise Reduction Techniques in Electronic Systems, Henry Ott, 1976, W iley

lnterscience 
8. Practical Design for Electromagnetic Compatibility, Rocco Ficchi, 1971 , 

Hayden Book Co. 
9. Low-Noise Electronic Design , CD Motochenbacher & FC Fitchen , 1973, Wiley-

1 nterscience 
10. Grounding for the control of EM I, Hugh Denny, 1983, Don White Consultants, 

Inc. 
11 . Grounding and Bonding Volume 2, Electromagnetic Interference and 

Compatibility, Michael Mardiguioan, 1988, Interference Control Technologies. 
12. Electrical Field around the overhead Transmission Lines, S.S. Razavipour, M. 

Jahangiri, H. Sadeghipoor 
13. EMF Health Risk Evaluations, EPRI 
14. EMF and Childhood Leukemia, Robert Syfers, Electrical construction & 

Maintenance, 9/06 
15. EMF and Childhood Leukemia, Robert Syfers, EPRI Journal 9/06 
16. EMF Research News, EPRI , December 2011 
17. Pacemaker Interference by 60-Hz Contact Currents, IEEE Transactions on 

Biomedical Engineering, August, 2002 
18.1nterference in Implanted Cardiac Devices, Part I, SERGIO L. PINSKI and 

RICHARD G. TROHMAN 
19.1nterference in Implanted Cardiac Devices,Part II , SERGIO L. PINSKI and 

RICHARD G. TROHMAN 
20. Permanent Pacemakers- Rochester Medical center, 2/11/11 

www. rochestermedicalcfenter. com/permanent pacemakers. htm 



21 . Discharge Instructions for Patients with ICD's
www.mercyweb.org/mercy heart icd disch.aspx 

22. Living with a Pacemaker or Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator -Yale 
Medical Group, Yale School of Medicine 

23. Pacemaker interference by magnetic fie lds at power line frequencies - IEEE 
Trans Biomed Eng. 2002 Mar;49(3):254-62. 

24. Living and Working Safely AROUND HIGH-VOLTAGE POWER LINES. 
Bonneyville Power Administration 

25. MANUAL FOR MEASURING OCCUPATIONAL ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC 
FIELD EXPOSURES, OSHA 

26. Power-line radiation and childhood leukemia: this cold case may finally be 
solved: Tekla Perry, December 16, 2008 

27. EMF- Electric & Magnetic Fields, Publ ic Service Commission of Wisconsin, 
January 2008 

28. EMF Levels & Safety, Scantech 
29.1CNIRP GUIDELINES, FOR LIMITING EXPOSURE TO TIME-VARYING 

ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS (1 HZ- 100kHZ), HEALTH PHYSICS 
99(6):818-836; 2010 

30. EPRI Comments on the IEEE Standard for Safety Levels With Respect to 
Human Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields, 0 to 3kHz (2002) 

31.1EEE Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to 
Electromagnetic Fields, 0-3 kHz, IEEE C95.6-2002 

32.1nternational Commission Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) 
33. NEIHS 2002 
34. Faulty DNA Repair May Explain EMF Role in Childhood Leukemia, Microwave 

News, December 15, 2008 
35. Power-line radiation and childhood leukemia: this cold cast may be solved , 

IEEE spectrum, December 16, 2008 
36. Lukemia & Lymphoma, Dec. 2008 
37.Bioelectromagnetics vol18, issue 2, pages 156-165, H. Lai & N.P. Singh, 1997 
38. Environmental Law Centre, Regulating Power Line EMF Exposure: 

International Precedents, 4/15/05 
39. CapX2020 "Electric and Magnetic Fields (EMF): the Basics, 1/13/09 

www.capx2020.com 
40. http://www.emfs.info/The+Science/highfields/lnducedcurrents/ 
4 1. EMF Electric and Magnetic Fields Associated with the Use of Electric Power, 

June 2002, National Institute of Health 
42. EMF Levels & Safety, Scan Tech Consultants, www.scantech7.com 
43. http://www.emfs.info/The+Science/highfields/Microshocks/Microshocks.htm 
44.1CNIP Guidelines, 2010 
45. International Agency for Research on Cancer 
46. Section 17 - Key Scientific Evidence And Public Health Policy 

Recommendations, Biolnitiative Working Group, July 2007 



47. EMF Electric and Magnetic Field Association with the use of Electric Power-
6/2002 sponsored by NIEHS/DOE Rapid Program 

48.ACGIH exposure for workers with cardiac pacemakers 
49. California's EMF Policy, California Public Utilities Commission, Jack Sahl, 

Southern California Edison 
50. Effects of High voltage Transmission Lines on Humans and Plants, 2/1 7/12 
51 . Childhood leukemia risk doubles within 100 meters of high voltage power lines, 

9/15/04 
52. Electromagnetic fields (EMF)and your Health, 

www.ehso.com/ehshome/emf.htm 
53. Regulatory Policy for EMF, William A. Fannucch1 , July/August 1996, IEEE 

Engineering in Medicine and Biology 
54. A Gene for Power-Line Leukemia? 12/21 /08. 
55. Leukemia, National Cancer Institute, SEER Pediatric Monograph 
56. Biolnitiative 2012 
57. Biolnitiative 2012- 2012 Supplement - Evidence for Childhood Cancer 

(Leukemia) 
58. EPRI EMF Research News- New EMF Studies 
59.EPRI- EMF and your Health , 1/2012 
60. EPRI Comments on the Biolnitiative 2012 Report 
61 . National Cancer Institute- childhood Cancers 
62. The EMF health issue - IEEE Power & Energy Magazine Nov/Dec 2003 
63. The cognitive Structure of the EMF-Health Issue, July 6 , 2011 . 
64. Electric and Magnetic Fields (EMF) Radiation from Power Lines, www.epa.gov 
55. Assessment of Health Effects from Exposure to Power-Line Frequency Electric 

and Magnetic fields, Working group Report, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota , 6/1 998 
66. Calculation of Electrical Induction near Power Lines, Hydro Quebec, 5/08 
67. Final EIS Proposed RMP Amendments- Publ ic Health & Safety

www.blm.gov. 
68. Utility Tackles Substation EMF, tdworld .com, April 06 
69.1s there a Link Between Exposure to Power-Frequency Electric Fields and 

Cancer? , IEEE Power & Energy Magazine March/April 1999 
70. Frequently Asked Questions about Magnetic f ields and Homes- State of 

California, California Electric and Magnetic Fields Program 
71 . Calculating and measurement of the magnetic f ield of power transmission lines 

- CIGRE SK C3-1 , 2005 
72. Guide to Electromagnetic field Surveys- A Recommended EMF Measurement 

Procedure - lnspectAPedia 
73. Cancer and EMF: EMR ( Electromagnetic Radiation), Power Lines and Electric 

Fields and Your Health - www.ehso.com/ehshome/emf.com 
74. Electromagnetic and Radio Frequency Field Effects on Human Health 

American Academy of Environmental Medicine 
75. Practical Problems in Calculating Electric Fields of transmission Lines - High 

voltage Engineering Symposium, August 1999, lEE 1999 



76. How do we evaluate the results of epidemiological studies of EMF, Evaluation 
of Epidemiologic quality- NIEHS 2002 

77. Standard Basis for Quoting Transmission Line Magnetic Fields- Energy 
Network Association, March 2006 

78.1EEE recommended Practice for Measurement and compulation of Electric, 
Magnetic and Electrometric Fields with Respect to Human Exposure to Such 
Fields, OHz to 100kHz. - IEEE Std C95.3.PM-2010 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

In the United States and many other countries base their electrical system on a 
frequency of 60 Hz. Many other countries however, base their electrical system on 
a frequency of 50 Hz. When comparing 60 Hz measurement to 50 Hz 
measurement it's a simple multiplying factor. 1 OOmG @ 50Hz = 83 mG @ 60Hz 1 

1 
http://www. who. inUpeh-emf/about!WhatisEM F /en/index3. html 



19. Please refer to page 6 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report, Section V, part A. Mr. Pfeiffer states, 
"EKPC misrepresented critical distances where new right-of-way for the transmission line 
is required in addition to the existing right-of-way being used for the majority of the 
project." On page 37 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report he provides a summary of the line deviation 
segments; however he does not explain how the deviations were determined. Please 
provide a detailed explanation of the methods used by Mr. Pfeiffer to determine these 
deviations. Including all supporting workpapers, analyses and other documentation used 
to make the determination. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

The report attempted to show that EKPC continuously tried to mis-lead the PSC 
by constantly changing the ROW centerline distance. Due to the number of 
changes in EKPC numbers I used several methods to define property boundaries 
and the actual route of the transmission lines. The following is a list of information 
used . 

1 Overview of the transmission line using Google Earth aerial maps. 
2 Maps in the Gilpin Report, and from the Ky. Geological Department and 

Clark County PVA 
3 Property deeds 
4 Property option contracts 

Continued on next page .... .. .... ... . 



In developing the various segment lengths I used various methods to make this 
determination. First, I tried to use EKPC data but th is was very inconsistent. 

Date Source ROW Deviation within property Total 
Locations owned by landowners deviation 

10/ 7/05 EKPC 2 locations 4000 ft. 
letter to where new 
PSC ROW is 

needed 

10/10/13 Answers 8000 ft. 8000 ft. 
from EKPC 

North Clark 2800 ft . leading to SW 
SW Yard YD 

North Clark 2400 ft in SW YD 5200 ft. 
SWYard 

11/30/13 Answers North Clark 2800 ft. leading to SW 
from EKPC SW Yard YD is now 1875 ft 

North Clark 2400 ft in SW YD is now 3755 ft EKPC claimed it 
SW Yard 1880 ft. was their property 

but was 
purchased for th is 
project 

Shearer 425ft 
Estate 

Foley 6550 ft 6975 ft 
Estate 

North Clark 3755 ft. 
SWYard 

Clark SB St 6975 ft 10730 ft. 

Continued on next page ..... . ... . . 



Next, I obtained various maps and property deeds in order to determine the actual 
center line and where it deviated from the original center line of the existing ROW. 
I next confirmed all values by measuring the distance using Google Earth as 
shown below. 

SUMMERIZATION of LINE DEVIATION SEGMENTS: 

North Clark 

Segment Total 
Clark 
Substation 

Segment Total 
JK Smith Gen 
Station 

Segment Total 

Total Deviation 
ROW 

Line 
Segment 
Distance in 
Feet from 
Google 
Earth 

1880 

1875 

557 

3051 

3435 

0 

3679 

from Existing 

Total Line 
Segment 
Distance in 
Feet 

3755 

7043 

3679 

14477 

Property Tota l Line 
Owners Segment 

Distance in 
Feet 

Stearns, 
Reffett, 
etc. 1693 

Sword 

Foley & 
Shearer 
Foley 
Property 1 
Foley 
Property 2 

6969 

Haggard & 
Bower 

EKPC 

3977 

10946 

Total Line Data Source 
Segment 
Distance in 
Feet 

Gilpin pg 18 

PSC Request 
3755 1 

Gilpin pg 18 
PSC Request 

6975 1 

3977 Gilpin pg 18 

14707 

The 14707 feet is the value that I am using as the official distance and is based 
upon EKPC documents. 



20. Please refer to page 8 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report, Section V part H. Mr. Pfeiffer states, 
"These perceived health risk are also affecting the candy business that Mrs. Ann Barker 
runs out of her garage, as people are afraid to come to her business because of the 
close proximity to these lines." Please provide documentation covering the past 15 years 
to support this claim, such as business receipts records and income tax records for the 
candy business. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

EKPC has misinterpreted John Pfeiffer's statement that, "people are afraid to 
come to her business because of the close proximity to these lines". Mr. Pfeiffer 
did not say this was a loss in revenue however this could occur and we would not 
have any knowledge of it unless they told us that they were avoiding the premises 
due to the close proximity of the lines. The way in which it is affecting the candy 
business is that some of our customers have to make arrangements to have their 
candy or supplies either delivered by the shop or arrange for someone else to pick 
up their order. This is because they have either a pacemaker or an (lCD) an 
implantable cardioverter defibrillator and have received instructions upon their 
release from the hospital to avoid being near high voltage, magnetic force fields, 
or radiation because these can cause pacemaker malfunction. 
** See attachments after this page of dismissal instructions from hospitals. 



Patemaker interference by magnetic fields at power ... [IEEE Trans Biomed Eng. 2002]- PubMed result 

P~ubMed 

~ational Library of Meclldne 
nallnstitutes of Health 

Olsplay Settings: Abstract 

IEEE Trans §J?.!!!~_!=na. 2002 Mar;49(3) :254-62. 

Pacemaker interference by magnetic fields at power line 
frequencies. 
Dawson TW, Caputa K, Stuchly MA, Shepard RB, Kavet R, Sastre A. 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering , University of Victoria, BC, Canada. 

Abstract 
Human exposure to external 50/60-Hz electric and magnetic fields induces electric fields within the body. These induced 
fields can cause interference with implanted pacemakers. In the case of exposure to magnetic fields, the pacemaker leads 
are subject to induced electromotive forces, with current return paths being provided by the conducting body tissues. Modern 
computing resources used in conjunction with millimeter-scale human body conductivity models make numerical modeling a 
viable technique for examining any such interference. In this paper, an existing well-verified scalar-potential finite-difference 
frequency-domain code is modified to handle thin conducting wires embedded in the body. The effects of each wire can be 
included numerically by a simple modification to the existing code. Results are computed for two pacemaker lead insertion 
paths, terminating at either atrial or ventricular electrodes in the heart. Computations are performed for three orthogonal 6~ 
Hz magnetic field orientations. Comparison with simplified estimates from Faraday's law applied directly to extracorporeal 
loops representing unipolar leads underscores problems associated with this simplified approach. Numerically estimated 
electromagnetic interference (EMI) levels under the worst case scenarios are about 40 microT for atrial electrodes, and 140 
microT for ventricular electrodes. These methods could also be applied to studying EMI with other implanted devices such as 
cardiac defibrillators. 

ID: 11876290 [PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE] 
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~With a Pacemaker or Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator (ICD) 

• Turn off large motors, such as cars or boats, when workmg on them (they 

may temporarily "confuse" your device) . 

• Avoid certain high-voltage or radar machmery, such as rad10 or television 

transmitters, arc welders, high-tension wires, radar installations, or smelting 

furnaces. 

• If you are having a surgical procedure performed by a surgeon or dentist, 

tell your surgeon or dentist that you have a pacemaker or ICD. Some 

surgical procedures will require that your lCD be temporarily turned off or 

set to a special mode; however, this will be determined by your cardiologist. 

Temporarily changing the mode on your pacemaker can be performed 

noninvaslvely (no additional surgery Is required), but should only be 

performed by qualified medical personnel . 

• Always carry an ID card that states you have a pacemaker/ICD. It is 

recommended that you wear a medic alert bracelet or necklace if you have a 

device. 

• You may have to take antibiotic medication before any medically invasive 

procedure to prevent infections. 

Always consult your phys1c1an or device company If you have any questions 

--- cerning the use of certain equipment near your pacemaker/ICD . 

..... rt I participate in regular, daily activities with a pacemaker f iCO? 

Once the device has been Implanted, people with pacemakers/ICDs should be able 

to do the same activities everyone else in their age group is domg. When you have 

a pacemaker/ICD, you may still be able do the following : 

• exercise moderately, upon advice from your physician 

• drive your car or travel if cleared by your doctor 

• return to work 

• work In the yard or house 

• participate In sports and other recreational activities 

• take showers and baths 

• continue sexual relationships 

When involved In a physical, recreational, or sporting activity, a person with a 

pacemaker/ICD should avoid receiving a blow to the area over the device. A blow to 

the chest near the pacemaker/ICD can affect its functioning . lf you do rece1ve a 

blow to that area, see your physician. 

(S consult your physician when you feel Ill after an activity, or when you have 

_jons about beginning a new activity. 

Page 2 of4 
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I Jmenai'g_~ Instructions for Patients With ICD's 

~iMERCY 
c~rc \"'0-:J ctn bdi<t'\'1: in: ·-

~.tScharge Instructions for Patients With ICD's 
Cardiac Patient Care Handbook 

General Instructions 

• Carry your 1D Card for your lCD with you at all times. This card will be given to you in the 
hospital or mailed to you. 

• Mectic Alert Bracelets are available from your pharmacist to wear at all times. 
• Follow-up appointments with the lCD doctors will be discussed with you befure discharge. 
• Your family members should be trained in CPR. Mercy Health Partners, as well as other local 

organizations such as the American Heart Association provide this service. 
• Carry your ID Card for your ICD with you at all times. This card will be given to you in the 

hospital or mailed to you. 
• The lCD will bulge slightly under your skin. This bulge will decrease in size over the next few 

weeks. Please notify the doctor's office if you notice any of the following around your ICD 
site: 

A bruin that does not go away. 

Soreneu or yellow, green, or brown drainage from the s ite. 

Any awelling from the site. 

If you have a fever of 100 degrees or higher that laats for a few days. 

• You do not need a dressing over site unless told otherwise. 
• Leave steri-strips over your site until they start to fall off. 

Keep your incision clean and pat dry. Do not scrub. You may shower or bathe as long as your 
incision isn't submerged or directly sprayed upon until well healed. 
For comfort, wear loose fitting clothing. 

• Report any signs of infection, fever, pain, swelling, redness, oozing, or heat at site especially if 
these symptoms increase after the first 3 to 4 days. 

Activity Precautions 

• Avoid activity that involves rough contact with the LCD site. 
• The doctor will instruct you when you may resume driving. 
• Avoid lifting your arm over your head on the LCD side or lifting over 10 pounds for 4 weeks. 
• Do not carry objects by holding them against your ICD site. 

Special Precautions 

• You should avoid all strong magnetic fields, such as welding, large transformers, or large 
motors. Some !CD devices will beep if it detects a strong magnet Lfthis occurs, move out of 
the area. 

• Treatments or surgery that require diathermy or electrocaudry should be discussed with your 
doctor before scheduled. 

• Avoid radio frequency transmitters, including radar. 
• Advise dentist or other medical personnel you see that you have an lCD . 
• If you plan to move or take a trip to a new area, the doctor's office will give you a name of a 

doctor to contact for any problems. 

~iallnstructions on Shocks 

r fy your doctor for any of the following: 

• Anytime a shock is received in a 24 hour period. An office visit is not usually required for a 
single shock. 

• Two or more shocks in a row. If you do not feel well, call the Rescue Squad, otherwise call 
your doctor. This may require an office visit. 

httn·//www.mercvweh.anu'mercv heart icd disch.aspx 
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• You should limit use of your arm and shoulder where the pacemaker was 
placed for the first 1 to 3 months. You shouLd NOT do any heavy pushing, 
pulling, or raising your arm above your shoulder until told otherwise by your 
cardiologist • 

• Do not drive until advised by your cardiologist. This is usually 1 to 4 weeks 

• You may do light housework such as washing dfshes and cooking. Avoid 
vacuuming, Lifting laundry, overhead cleaning, and activities that require 
frequent reaching. 

-
• Ask your cardiologist before doing any sport activities such as golf, bowltfli 
hunting, fishing or weight lifting. 

Pacemaker Precautions 

• Avoid being near areas with high voltage, magnetic force fields, or radiati( 
because these can cause pacemaker malfunction. These areas may include 
high tension wires, power ptants, large industrial magnets and arc welding 
machines. Symptoms of pacemaker malfunction are dizziness, 
lightheadedness or changes in heart rhythm. If symptoms occur, back up·· tO 
feet and check your pulse. 

• Pacemakers inserted today are not affected by microwave ovens. 
Pacemakers have built-in safety mechanisms protecting them from this 
electrical interference. 

• When you go to an airport, always carry your pacemaker card with you. 
Because the pacemaker contains metal, it may trigger an airport metal 
detector. Explain to the airport attendant that you have a pacemaker so tha 
special arrangements can be made for a security check. The metal detector 

'it~lf will NOT harm the pacemaker. 

• Do not have an MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) test because it can 
damage your pacemaker. 

Call your cardiologist 1f you have: 

• severe pain at your pacemaker site 

• frequent or constant hiccups 

• twitching of your abdominal muscles 

• shortness of breath 

• dizziness, lightheadedness or blpckouts 

httn ·1/,VUIW rnr:hP.c:1"t>!TTnMlC"~Jcenter .COmfOOim&nent Dacemakers.htm 2121/20" 



21 . Please refer to pages 12 and 13 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report which lists states in which 
there are limits for magnetic and electric fields. For each state identified, please provide: 

a. The field strength(s) for both magnetic and electric field limits 

b. The date that each limit was adapted by the state 

c. The agency responsible for adapting each limit 

d. the source(s) relied upon by Mr. Pfeiffer to make the claim about each state 
identified herein. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Dr. Paul Dolloff's in-house mail letter to Sherman Goodpaster on December 19, 
2008 states as follows: "Currently, there are no federal standards limiting 
occupational or residential exposure to 60 Hz electric or magnetic fields (EMF). 
However, some states do have exposure limits. In June 2002, the Department of 
Energy (DOE) published a booklet entitled , EMF, Electric and Magnetic Fields 
associated with the Use of Electric Power. On page 46, of th is booklet, a table 
gives the limits for those states with EMF exposure limits ... " This is the same table 
shown as Figure 15 - State Transmission Line Standards and Guidelines, page 
55 which was obtained from the same publication Dr. Dolloff referenced "EMF 
Electric and Magnetic Fields Associated with the Use of Electric Power, June 
2002, National Institute of Health 

Page 20 of "Siting of Electric Transmission Lines" Research Report No. 348, 
Adopted November 8, 2007 states: 

"Some States Have Standards for Allowable Electromagnetic Fields. At least 
six states have standards for maximum electric fields in the rights-of-way and/or at 
the edges of rights-of-way of transmission lines: Florida, Minnesota, Montana, 
New Jersey, New York, and Oregon. At least four states have standards for 
magnetic fields at the edges of rights-of-way: Connecticut, Florida, 
Massachusetts, and New York (Commonwealth of Virginia 87; U.S. Dept. of 
Health. National. Electric 46). In 2004, the Connecticut General Assembly enacted 
into law the requirement that the Connecticut Siting Council adopt standards for 
best management practices for EMF. The law also establishes a presumption that 
transmission lines of 345 kilovolts or more located adjacent to residential areas 
and other specified areas should be buried. The law allows an applicant to rebut 
th is presumption by showing the council that burial is technologically infeasible, 
taking into account the reliability of the state's electric grid ." 

Continued on next page ... .. 



The determination of where in each state's legal system is the location of all 
statutes and rules dealing with EMF is a difficult task. Florida's statutes were 
found and follows. 

Florida- 62-814.450. Electric and Magnetic Field Standards, Effective: 
Sunday, June 01 , 2008. This regulation is a standard that was rewritten 
and applies to all transmission lines as of March 21 , 1989. 

Table of New Transmission Line and Substation Standards 

Property Boundary 
Edge of Transmission On the Transmission 

KV Rating Line Line 
of new Substation Right-of-Way Right-of-Way 

<=230 kV 
2.00 kV/m & 150 2.00 kV/m & 150 

8 kV/m 
milliGauss milliGauss 

<=500 kV 
2.00 kV/m & 200 2.00 kV/m & 200 and > 230 10 kV/m 

kV 
milliGauss [1] milliGauss [1] 

>500 kV 
5.50 kV/m & 250 5.50 kV/m & 250 

15 kV/m 
milliGauss milliGauss 

http://www .eh ib. org/emf/RiskEva luation/riskeval. htm I 

The fact that three references have been provided shows that these limits of EMF 
exposure do exist and can be verified later. The time limit for answering these 
questions do not allow for an exhaustive research which will require inquiries to 
each state be answered. 



22. Please refer to page 13 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report, Item F. Mr. Pfeiffer states, "The 
power lines are being operated at far less than full capacity today." Please provide 
documentation supporting this statement. 

ANSWER By: John Pfeiffer 

The baseline for this statement is the energy levels that existed from January 19, 
2012 when I made magnetic field measurements. The energy data was provided 
by Dr. Dolloff for this date. As stated in my report, page 7 4, the 345 kV line was 
operating at 13.1% of capacity and the 69 kV line was operating at 4.9% of 
capacity. The chart as shown in Figure 3 on page 13 shows the range of magnetic 
fields over time. On the baseline day my measurements magnetic fields at 90 feet 
from the centerline of the transmission line was 3.6 mg. 90 feet places the 
measurement in the kitchen of the Barker house. This is the same point 
represented by the chart below. 

Based upon my projected emf levels for the line operating at full capacity the 
magnetic fields would be far greater than existing today. 

Continued on next page ..... .. . 



Miliegauss 

- M iliegauss 

0 +-------r-------~-------------.-------.------~ 
2/26/2011 9/14/2011 4/1/2012 10/18/2012 5/6/2013 11/22/2013 6/10/2014 

Also, if EKPC does not intend to utilize the new transmission lines at or near their 
capacity then EKPC wasted the utilities money in building transmission lines with 
excess capacity that they never expect to use. 



23. Please refer to pages 13 and 14, Item F of Mr. Pfeiffer's report. Please provide the 
basis and calculation for his estimate of magnetic fields and electric fields. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Calculations of conductor sag and their effect on EMF have been developed for 
th is location and is defined below. 

I have estimated that the magnetic fields will be varying from 10 mG and to a high 
of 191 mG over time. Also the electric fields will vary from 0.997 kV/m to a high of 
1.438kV/m over time. 

The basis for these estimates is the lines capacities and the calculation of the 
amount of cable sag that will result as these lines reach capacity. By combining 
the increased sag and increased load the magnetic and electric fields can be 
predicted. 

Line sag is calculated based upon IEEE sag formulas as illustrated in a IEEE 
Tutorial developed for the IEEE TP&C Line Design Subcommittee which is based 
upon a CIGRE WG B2.12 Technical Brochure. This tutorial was based around the 
SAG10 software program. 

Instead of using the SAG1 0 program the formulas were entered into an Excel 
spreadsheet program. All calculations were verified by comparing the spreadsheet 
results against the SAG1 0 results. 

The first step in the analysis was to develop a spreadsheet model of typical 
electric fields. Spreadsheet 1 shows the model developed which has three curves 
based upon the distance from the center of the transmission line. 

Continued on next page ...... ... . 
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Next, the measured data was analyzed as shown in Spreadsheet 2. 
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The third step was to calculate the cable sag using a spreadsheet I developed 
based upon the IEEE Tutorial. 
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The final step was to use the spreadsheets to produce a set of curves which follow. 



24. Please refer to page 14, Figure 3 included in Mr. Pfeiffer's report . Please identify 
the person(s) who performed the measurements for this chart? 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Mrs. Barker and Brooks Barker. 



25. Please refer to page 14 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report, Section G. Please provide all 
documentation Mr. Pfeiffer is aware of describing what other regulating uti lities in 
Kentucky are doing with respect to electric and magnetic fields. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

I do not have information on other utilities in Kentucky 



26. Please refer to the models used by Mr. Pfeiffer to calculate magnetic fields and 
electric fields on the Barkers' premises. Please indicate: 

a. What software was used to perform the modeling 

b. The basis for the dimensioning of the structure and phase locations used in 
the model. 

c. The phase rotation assumptions used in the model. 

d. The basis for loading (current, voltage) assumptions used in his model. 

e. The basis for his conclusions that actual measurements are not given that 
the ground slopes downhill from the Barkers' res idence toward the transmission line. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

First, there is no part or section referenced to the above questions. One has to 
assume that modeling is referring to projecting the EMF levels as the energy being 
transferred is increased . 

a. Software used is Microsoft Excel 

b. Dimensioning is based upon EKPC Pole Design drawing shown in Figure 

c. Phase rotation only matters in respect to the relationship between the 345 kV 
line and the 69 kV line. This relationship is either additive or subtractive and 
both cases have been considered. 

d. The basis on loading both voltage and current data provided by Dr. Dolloff of 
EKPC. 

e. There is no assumption that all of the actual measurements are not val id but 
only that some cannot be used. 

The following graphs as shown in figures 36 and 37 of the report. These 
graphs are based upon measurements made on level ground. These 
profiles have been documented in many technical reports found and are 
used in the development of the reports analysis. 

Thus, since the Barkers' property slopes off to the East to such an extent 
that data in this sloped area cannot be used reliabil ity. The only reason the 
magnetic fields were measured at the Barker house rather than at another 
location that is flat is that Dr. Dolloff's electrical field measurements were 
made in this location which is not ideal. In order to make a fair comparison 
with the Dolloff measurements we needed to make out measurements at 
the same approximate location as Dr. Dolloff. In doing so both sets of 
measurements are based upon the same cable distances above ground 
level. Cable/conductor height above ground is critical in making 
comparisons. Continued on next page ... ... ... . 
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27. Please identify all measurements of magnetic fields or electric fields personally 
taken by Mr. Pfeiffer. For each such measurement, please provide: 

a. An identification of the type of equipment used, including the brand name, 
manufacturer and serial number. 

b. The date he acquired each and every piece of equipment identified in 
response to (a) above and the person(s) from whom he acquired each and every piece 
of said equipment. 

c. The date(s) upon which he had each and every piece of equipment 
identified in (a) above calibrated , the method of calibration, the standard used for each 
calibration and person(s) performing the calibration. 

d. The training he received to operate said equipment. 

e. A step-by-step description of the process by which he obtained each 
measurement. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

a. Measurements made by Pfeiffer Engineering Co., Inc. (PECI) were made 
on January 19, 2012 with the temperature at approximately 35 Degrees F. 
Pfeiffer Engineering used an Alpha Lab Model UHS ac milligauss meter as 
shown on page 67 of the report. 

b. Purchase milli gause meter on 1/16/10 directly from Alpha Lab. 
c. Alpha Lab Model UHS ac milligauss meter calibrated by manufacturer at time 

of assemble. 
d. I read the instruction manual. 
e. Measurement Methods as listed on page 67 through 69: 

Continued on next page ........ . . 
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Figure 4 - Magnetic Fields Measurement Methods - Shows the line, measuring wheel 
and Flags 

The method we used was to attach a line to the rear corner of the garage (North 
West) and run the line out into the field to a point past the transmission line. The 
line was moved until it was approximately parallel with the back side of the 
garage. It was also approximately perpendicular to the transmission line. Next, the 
center transmission line cable was located and marked with a flag . From that point 
measurement points were marked at 30 foot intervals and measurements were 
taken. 

Measurements were taken from approximately 40 inches above the ground using 
a support stand. Measurements were made using a 3 axis measurement mode 
and also single axis measuring mode. 

Continued on next page ............. . 



Figure 5 - Magnetic Field Measurements - Note the Drop Off of the Land 

Figure 6 - Magnetic Fields Measurements- Showing Where Measuring Line was 
Run 



28. Please refer to page 20 of Mr. Pfeiffer 's report, paragraph IX. Mr. Pfeiffer 
states, "Standards such as the National Electrical Code -NFPA 70 are adopted by the 
State Legislature every three years in order to make these standards a requirement." 
Please provide specific documentation as to the National Electrical Code's application 
to electric utilities. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

First the questioner appears to misunderstand what was stated. The following is 
the full statement. 

"ENGINEERING EVALUATION of KRS 278: 

In Kentucky as well as all states there are various standards that have to be 
interpreted on a daily basis by engineers in their performance of engineering work 
as defined by the State of Kentucky. Standards such as the National Electrical 
Code- NFPA 70 are adopted by the State Legislature every three years in order 
to make these standards a requirement. Engineering interpretation of portions of 
KSR 278 fall into the class where Engineering interpretation is a valid duty of an 
engineer and does not require the interpretation of a legal staff." 

The purpose of the paragraph is to state the there is no attempt in the report for 
my opinion to extend from engineering opinion and into legal opinion. When 
dealing with certain Kentucky statutes such as where they extend into engineering 
sciences it is appropriate of an engi.neer to comment of such statutes. 

With respect to the National Electrical Code (NFPA 70) electric utilities are only 
exempt from compliance with this code with respect to the actual generating 
equipment, transmission lines and distribution lines. Electric utilities are not 
exempt from adhering to standards such as NFPA 70 and OSHA for the 
construction of facilities such as EKPC's offices. 



29. Please refer to page 49 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report, Figure 12. Please explain in 
detail how Mr. Pfeiffer calculated the dimensions shown on Figure 12. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Page 46 not 49 

The following EKPC drawing shows that the overall conductor separation as 54 ft. 
This dimension was used to develop the scaled figure using AutoCAD software. 
This AutoCAD figure became Figure 12 in the report. 

Figure 7 - EKPC Pole Design Drawing 

continued on next page ........ . 



Using the 54 feet as the cable separation it was then easy to scale a Google Earth 
photograph of the Barker farm. Figure 11 below shows the initial scaling of the 
figure. 

Figure 8- Google Earth Measurement of Width of Transmission Line - 54 Ft. 

The cables shown in the Google Earth figure measured 54 Ft. as the overall cable 
separation which agreed with the EKPC drawing .. 

Continued on next page ... ...... . 



Figure 4, EKPC aerial photograph shows the right-of-way defined and was used 
as a reference in developing figure 12 . 

• • 

Figure 9 - Preliminary EKPC Right Of Way Docume 

By using a printed picture is easy to use drafting dividers and a scale to measure 
all needed dimensions as they are in proportion to the cable separation. The 
dimensions were also collected from Google Earth software. 

Continued on next page .... .. .. . 

2 EKPC presented this photograph at the public meeting on Meeting of 11 /10/2005 
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Figure 10- Sketch of the Close Proximity of the Barkers ' House to the Transmission Lines ROW 

The above diagram was developed as a full scale drawing using AutoCAD 
software and the information described above .. 



30. Please refer to page 50 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report. Please provide specific citations 
to the RUS standards Mr. Pfeiffer is referencing in hi s statement concerning a 
violation of '~he intent of the RUS standards." 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Page 50 has no such statement. The following is the statement from page 47. 

"The above sketches confirm that the right of way does go through the Barkers' 
house and violates the intent of the RUS standards since this transmission was 
completely rebuilt. The existing transmission line and poles were removed before 
the new transmission line was constructed. Thus, the new line was required to 
comply with the right of way requirements." 

RUS Bulletin 1724E-203 Guide for Upgrading RUS Transmission Lines states: 

"3.2 Right-of-Way Width: One of the most important electrical clearance 
requirements is sometimes overlooked in procuring of right-of-way easements for 
transmission lines. The width of the right-of-way depends upon many factors, such 
as: 

a. Structure configuration (phase spacing). 

b. Conductor size and weight. 

c. Structure span length. 

d. Amount of conductor sag. 

e. Amount of conductor blow out. 

f. Operating voltage. 

g. Elevation (MSL). 

All of these factors should be considered before a transmission line is upgraded or 
converted. In the case of item "e" above, RUS Bulletin 1724E-200 discusses 
conductor blow out and ROW widths based on blow out calculations. 

The following nominal right-of-way widths have been generally proven to be 
satisfactory and, in most instances, provide sufficient clearance for a fallen 
structure to remain within the right-of-way. 

Nominal Line ROW Width ROW Width 

(kV) (Meters) (Feet) 

69 23-30 75-100 

115 23-38 75-125 

138 30-46 100-1 50 

161 30-46 100-1 50 

230 46-61 150-200 continued ... 



345 Has to be calculated 

"3.4 Analysis of Existing Lines and Structures: Before an existing structure or line 
becomes a feasible candidate for voltage conversion or improving the current 
rating, a thorough records search must be made, detailed field information 
obtained, and comprehensive engineering calculations made. 

An in-depth review of the design parameters and construction methods used for 
the existing transmission line must be conducted at the beginning of any proposed 
line conversion or upgrading project. The purpose of such a thorough study is to 
clearly define the starting point and configuration before becoming committed to 
an expensive, time-consuming line modification ." 

3.4.2 "A survey ....... An inventory of any changes to the physical features along 
the centerline should be recorded with corresponding elevations. Measurements 
should also include conductor attachment heights, obstructions, right-of-way 
encroachments, and check of span lengths. All wire crossing heights should be 
measured during the field survey." 

3.4.3 Finally, the data should be analyzed to determine the optimal plan for 
improvement. Any changes made to the existing line must, as a minimum, 
comply with the latest edition of the NESC .... " 

Based on calculations using the RUS formula the Right-Of-Way width should have 
been 166 Ft. Whether you use my calculations of ROW or use EKPC's 150 Ft. 
ROW, EKPC did NOT maintain that ROW in rebuilding the new transmission line. 



31. Please refer to page 68 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report, where it states, "two cables being 
considered are separated by1 070 feet. .. " Please identify what cables are separated by 
1070 feet and whether this is a conceptual assertion or an assertion based upon actual 
conditions. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

From page 54 - 1070 Ft. of cable separation is referring to the span distance 
between the two H-Frame pole structures on either side of the Barker house. The 
1070 ft. is the span length. 



32. Please refer to pages 70 and 71 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report. Please provide a 
detailed description of why Mr. Pfeiffer chose to use EKPC's measurement s for the 
electric field, but then used his own measurement s (taken at a different date and time) 
for the magnetic field? 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Dr. Dolloff did not measure the magnetic fields. 



33. Please refer to page 77 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report, para graph F. Mr. Pfeiffer states, 
"This line, at the time of the measurements, was operated at 69 kV. Thus, the resultant 
EMF is lower that what can be expected in the future." Please provide all 
documentation and/or calculations that support this statement. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Data provided by Dr. Dolloff of EKPC. 



34. Please refer to page 78 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report. 

a. Please provide a detailed description of how all equipment comprising the 
transmission system was considered in determining these capacities? In particular, 
how were the thermal ratings of equipment such as line switches and circuit breakers 
incorporated into the calculation of potential thermal loading capability? 

b. Please provide a detailed description of whether the operating voltage of 
the line was considered in determining the capacities? 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

In the examination of line load the purpose was in the determination of line sag 
and not overall transmission capacity which might include switches and circuit 
breakers. EKPC standards allow for operating temperatures at 176 degrees for 
normal operation and 212 degrees F on a contingency basis. I used these figures 
and assumed that the transmission lines in question were designed to EKPC line 
rating standards which would take into consideration the ratings of switches, 
circuit breakers and other such equipment. 

The analysis was based upon EKPC's stated design voltages which were 345kV 
and 138kV. See page 78 just above figure 33 for a detailed explanation of the 
analysis. 



35. Please refer to page 72 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report. Mr. Pfeiffer states, "Also as we 
go past the fi rst cable of the transmission line the measurements are distorted by the 
fields from all the cables interacting. Thus, the data becomes complex and some of it 
has to be discarded." 

a. Please describe in detail how Mr. Pfeiffer determined what data should be 
retained and what data should be discarded. 

b. Please provide all data discarded by Mr. Pfeiffer for his analysis. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Page 68 shows how the land drops off at the point where the 
measurements were made and as shown below. 

Please refer to question 26. 

"Effects of the Land 

Both sets of field measurements resulted in unusual looking plots. This is 
because, as we move from the house toward the center of the transmission line, 
the land falls off to the east. This causes the distance from the measuring point to 
the transmission line to be inconsistent. Also as we go past the first cable of the 
transmission line the measurements are distorted by the fields from all the cables 
interacting. Thus, the data becomes complex and some of it has to be discarded. 

Figure 11 - Magnetic Field Measurements - Note the Drop Off of the Land" cont. .. 

Continued on next page .... .. .. 



The following are typical measurements produced by transmission lines. 
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These transmission lines produce magnetic fields that are proportional to the 
amount of current flowing through the lines. 

fiGURE 3. 10-9: CALCULATED MAGNETIC fiELD PROFIL£ FOR THE 

PROPOSED 345 KV TRANSMISSION LINE ALONE 

Configuration #1 : 345 kV Line Alone 

00.0 ~----------------------------------------------------~ 
Maxtmum Loading 

0.0 .b=::::::::=::;:::=-~~--.---.,.~...,....----r-~.,..---....-~..----.-~.=::::;::~==~ 
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Continued on next page ....... . 



When we need to make measurements of magnetic or electric fields it's important 
that the measurements are made on level ground and at a uniform increment such 
as every 10 feet, as shown in the simulation sketch below. This approach will 
provide data that matches typical measurement curves as shown above. 
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Continued on next page ...... .... . 



When you add complexity to the measurements such as where you do not have a 
level plain to work from as shown below the data is distorted. 
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When comparing the measuring distances between the two sketches you will find 
that the distances are not the same. 

Continued on next page ..... .. . . 



Next, add additional complexity by having two transmission lines as shown below. 

e TRANSMISSION 
LINE 

80 70 60 50 30 20 10 EARTH 

This makes for a very complex measurement. 

In looking at the standard data profiles all the data no matter how complex it flattens out 
to a somewhat uniform level. By using only the outer most data points you can establish 
a reference point and then extrapolate that data based upon known standard data 
profiles. One can also make projections of levels of EMF based upon other conditions 
such as increased current load on the cables. 



36. Please refer to page 78 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report. Mr. Pfeiffer states the actual 
operating conditions of the line during his measurements. Please provide the source of 
the actual operating conditions noted when Pfeiffer Engineering took its magnetic field 
measurements. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Data was provided by Dr. Dolloff as to the current flow in each line on the date the 
test was performed. 



37. Please refer to page 79 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report Please provide a detailed 
description of the basis for your opinion that all lines will approach design capacity 
sometime in the future? 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

If EKPC designed these transmission lines to operate at less than they are 
capable of then EKPC is negligent in how they spend the funds of the owners of 
the company and the US Department of Agriculture if funds were all or partly 
provided by them. 

Thus, I have assumed that the transmission lines were designed based upon 
expected future loads rather than assuming that EKPC is very wasteful with other 
people's money which I am sure they are not. 



38. Please refer to page 79 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report regarding transmission line 
operating temperatures. Please describe your understanding of next-contingency 
operating requirements and whether you believe your report is consistent with these 
requirements . 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

The rating for bare conductors: 

Normal Operation 

Emergency Operation 

These ratings are also based on ambient temperature. Some cables are rated 
summer vs. winter while others are rated summer, fall winter, & spring 

Rating, Emergencl: The rating as defined by the equipment owner (ATC) that 
specifies the level of electrical loading or output, usually expressed in megawatts 
(MW) or Mvar or other appropriate units, that a system, facility, or element can 
support, produce, or withstand for a finite period (2 hours). The rating assumes 
acceptable loss of equipment life or other physical or safety limitations for the 
equipment involved. 

Rating, Normal: The rating as defined by the equipment owner (ATC) that 
specifies the level of electrical loading, usually expressed in megawatts (MW) or 
other appropriate units that a system, facility, or element can support or withstand 
through the daily demand cycles without loss of equipment life. 

RUS 1724E-200 states: 

9.4.3 Thermal Capability Considerations: When sizing a phase conductor, the 
thermal capability of the conductor (ampacity) should also be considered. The 
conductor should be able to carry the maximum expected long-term load current 
without overheating. Generally, a conductor is assumed to be able to heat up to 
16rF without any long-term decrease in strength. Above that temperature, there 
may be a decrease in strength depending on how long the conductor remains at 
the elevated temperature. A conductor's ampacity depends not only upon its 
assumed maximum temperature, but also on the wind and sun conditions that are 
assumed." 

EKPC Transmission System Planning Guide, October 13, 2011, table 2 defines 
Normal I Contingency as 212 degrees F. An older version of this guide lists 176 I 
212 degrees F. continued on next page ............. . 

3 OVERHEAD TRANSMISSION LINE AMPACITY RATINGS, CR-0061 v07, CR-0061 v07, 
American Transmission Company 



I have not located a definition of "next-contingency". 

Regulatory Documents: 

National Electric Safety Code (NESC), ANSI-C2, as adopted by the respective 
state code 

NERC Reliability Standard FAC-008-1, Facility Ratings Methodology 

NERC, Glossary of Terms Used in NERC Reliability Standards, March 15, 2011 

Industry Standards and Technical Bulletins 

ANSI C119.4 -1998 American National Standard for Electrical Connectors. 
Connectors to Use Between Aluminum-to-Aluminum or Aluminum-to-Copper Bare 
Overhead Conductors 

The Aluminum Association, Aluminum Electrical Conductor Handbook, Third 
Edition, 1989 

CIGRE Technical Bulletin 299, 2006 

IEEE 738-2006 Standard for Calculating the Current-Temperature of Bare 
Overhead Conductors 

Southwire Overhead Conductor Manual, Second Edition, 2007. 

Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers, McGraw Hill, various editions, 
(primarily for copper conductor properties) 





39. Please refer to page 96 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report. Mr. Pfeiffer notes one option of 
reducing the effects of electric and magnetic fields is to increase the height of the poles. 

a. Has Mr. Pfeiffer performed an analysis to determine if this option is a feasible 
solution to resolve the Barker's concerns? lfyes, provide the results of that analysis. 

b. Has Mr. Pfeiffer discussed this alternative with the Barkers? If yes, please 
provide the results of that discussion. If no, please explain why that option has not 
been presented to the Barkers. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Page 92 of report. 

This option to raise the poles has not been evaluated. 

I believe it has been discussed but it did not get a favorable reaction from the 
Barker's. This would not be a cost effective option. 





40. Please refer to page 102 of Mr. Pfeiffer's report. Please explain in detail why 
Mr. Pfeiffer believes the only cost to relocate the power line would be the cost of 
additional wire. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Exist in 
g 

Option 
1 

The following from the report defines the cost detail however additional 
information is provided below. 

"The options will reposition the lines resulting in moving the centerline of 
the transmission line 222 feet, option 1 or 309 feet, option 2 further away 
from the house. In doing this the length of the conductors will be increased. 
See the table below. 

The cost of a section of the transmission line can be broken into the 
following: 

• Design 

• Right of Way expense 

• Surveying 

• Cable 

• Poles 

• Construction 

At the time that EKPC decided to move the H-Frame poles from near the Barker's 
house on 5/8/06 to about 500 feet behind their house they had to do a redesign of 
this section of the transmission line. Thus, if at this time they would have also 
moved the line to the east or west a few hundred feet the primary additional cost 
would have been only the additional of cable. 

There may have been a little additional surveying cost but that would have been 
less than $1,000. 

Centerlin lncreas Additiona Additiona 345kV 138kV Total 
e of line e in line 1345kV I line Base line Base Cost 
to the length line 138kV cost of cost of 
house line wire wire 

55.6 ft 0 

221.5 ft 54Ft 324ft. 162ft $1,389.3 $458.29 $1,848.3 
8 5 



Option 309ft. 118Ft 708ft 354ft. $3,040.3 $1,004.3 $4,044.6 
2 1 3 4 





41. Concerning measurements of distance using Google Earth, 

a. Would Mr. Pfeiffer admit that a ground survey will produce a more accurate 
measurement of distance than the use of Google Earth? 

b. Has Mr. Pfeiffer actually measured the distances between the installed lines and 
the Barker house? If yes, please provide the results of his measurements. If no, 
please explain in detail why Mr. Pfeiffer has not taken the actual measurements. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Yes, I agree that a survey performed by a registered land surveyor would probably 
be more accurate than using Google Earth. 

No, survey quality measurements have not been made. The reason is that 
adequate measurements can be made using Google Earth for this investigation. 
This is based upon tests I have performed. 

Test 1 -measured the distance between two utility poles in Massachusetts using 
Google Earth. Next, I visited the site and used a laser to confirm the distance 
between the two poles. They agreed within a few inches. 

Test 2- Measured the length and width of one runway at Louisville International 
Airport using Google Earth and then compared the results with official navigations 
maps and they agreed. During this investigation I am not designing or laying out a 
transmission line but making basic distance determinations which don't have to be 
accurate within 1oth or 1 oath of an inch. 

Goggle Earth Accuracy Test- The following is my comparison between Google 
Earth and FAA data: 

continued on next page ...... . 
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FAA data va~d effective Decembef 12, 2013unlil February 6, 2014 (unless otherwise noted). 
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42. Please provide a list of all proceedings in which Dr. Carpenter has been permitted 
to offer his expert opinion and/or testimony and all proceedings in which Dr. Carpenter's 
proffered his expert opinion and/or testimony has not been permitted to be offered or has 
been excluded. 

ANSWER BY: David 0. Carpenter M.D. 

DAVID 0. CARPENTER, M.D. 

PREVIOUS DEPOSITIONS AND TESTIMONY (past seven years): 

Antonia Tolbert et al. vs. Monsanto Company, Pharmacia Corp., and Solutia Inc., 
deposed for the plaintiffs, 21-22 January 2003. Mark Englehart, Attorney 334-269-2343. 

Aaron et al. vs. Chicago Housing Authority et al., deposed for the plaintiffs, 5-6 March 
2003. 

Kellum et al., vs. Kuhlman Corporation, deposed for the plaintiffs, 4 September 2004. 
Douglas Mercier, Attorney, 601-914-2882. 

Allgood et al. vs. General Motors Corporation, deposed for the plaintiffs, 8-10 December 
2004. Brian J. Leinbach, Attorney. 310-552-3800. 

Maggie T. Williams et al. vs. Kuhlman Corporation, deposed for the plaintiffs, 1 February 
and 25 February 2005. Douglas Mercier, Attorney, 601-914-2882. 

Solutia Inc. et al., Debtors, vs. Monsanto Company and Pharmacia Corporation; deposed 
for the plaintiffs, 12 September 2006. Samuel E. Stubbs, Attorney; 713-425-7345. 

Charles W. Adams, et al., vs. Cooper Industries, Inc. et al., deposed for the plaintiffs, 28-
29 September 2006. Donna Keene Holt, Attorney. 865-212-3294. 

Arthur D. Dyer et al. vs. Waste Management et al., deposed for the plaintiffs, 2 
November 2006. Mark L. Thomsen, Attorney. Cannon & Dunply, Brookfield, WI 53008. 

Clopten et al. vs. Monsanto, deposed for the plaintiffs, 31 January 2007. Robert Roden, 
Attorney. 406-525-2665. 

Marty Paulson et al. vs. Monsanto, deposed for the plaintiffs, 7 August 2007. Torger 
Oaas, Attorney. 406-525-2665. 

John Edward Martinez and Gladys Yolanda Martinez vs. Entergy Corporation et al., 
deposed for the plaintiffs, 16 April 2008. Julie Jacobs, Attorney. 504-566-1704. 

Fannie Wayne et al. vs. Pharmacia Corporation, et al., deposed for the plaintiffs, 29 
October 2008. John E. Norris, Attorney. 205-541-7759. 

Continued on next page ..... . 



Fannie Wayne et al. vs. Pharmacia Corporation et al., testified for the plaintiffs, 31 
March-1 April, 2009. John E. Norris, Attorney. 205-541-7759. 

Clement Passariello, et al., vs. CL&P, et al.; William Korzon, et al., vs. CL&P, et al.; Louis 
Gherlone et al., vs. CL&P, et al.; and William Ho, et al., vs. CL&P et al., deposed for the 
plaintiffs, 13 April 2009. Benson A. Snaider, Attorney. 203-777-6426. 

Before the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, docket No A-2009-2082652, et al. 
Testified on behalf of the Saw Creek Estates Community Association, 2 September 
2009. Paul M. Schmidt, Attorney. 215-569-2800 x161. 

James Alford et al. v. Kuhlman Corporation, et al., pending in the USDC, Southern 
District of Mississippi, Deposed for plaintiffs, 20 August 2009. Shiela Bossier, Attorney. 
601-352-5450 

Fannie Wayne et al. v. Pharmacia Corporation. Deposed for plaintiffs, 23 September 
2009, Timothy C. Davis, Attorney. 205-327-9115. 

Before the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission in the matter of the route permit 
application by Great river energy and Xcel Energy for a 345 kV transmission line from 
Brookings County, South Dakota to Hampton, Minnesota. Testified for plaintiffs, 16 
December 2009. Paula Maccabee, Attorney. 651-775-7128. 

Highland Lakes Estates et al.v. Republic Services of Florida et al., Deposed for the 
plaintiffs, 23 April 2010. John W. Frost II, Attorney. 863-533-8985. 

Zina G. Bibb, et al. v Monsanto Company et al. Deposed for plaintiffs, 28 April 2010. W. 
Stuart Calwell, Attorney, 304-343-4323. 

Highland Lakes Estates et al., v. Republic Services of Florida et al., Testified for the 
plaintiffs, 13 May 2010. 

Nora Williams, et al., v. City of Jacksonville, et al. Deposed for the plaintiffs.15 July 2010. 
Samuel W. Wethern, Attorney. 

Ronald Cybart et al., Michael Campanelli, and Donald and Theresa Shea, et al.v. CL&P. 
Deposed for the plaintiffs. 15 July 2011. Benson A. Snaider, Attorney. 

Maria Snoops vs. Lyon Associates, Inc. and Insurance Co of the state of Pennsylvania. 
Deposed for the plaintiff, 1 November 2011. Matthew J. Witteman, Attorney. 415-363-
3106. 

John Edward Martinez and Gladys Yolanda Martinez v. Entergy Corporation, et al., 
Deposed for the plaintiff, 19 December 2011. J. Patrick Connick, Attorney. 504-347-
4535. 

Continued on next page ......... . 



AHM and David Mark Morrison vs. Portland Public Schools. Deposed for the plaintiffs, 25 
January 2012. Shawn E. Abrell, Attorney. 503-224-3018. 

Judy Prescott Barnett v Robert E. Carberry et al. Deposed for the plaintiff, 6 April 2012. 
Whitney North Seymour, Attorney. 212 455-7640. 

Association Quebecoise de Lutte Contre La Pollution Atmospherique et al. vs. Hydro 
Quebec, et al. Testified for the plaintiffs, 17-18 May 2012. Domineque Neuman, Attorney. 
514-849-4007. 

FortisBC vs Citizens for Safe Technology. Testified for the plaintiff, 15 March 2013. David 
M. Aaron, Attorney. 250-551-6840. 

John Edward Martinez and Gladys Yolanda Martinez v. Entergy Corporation et al., 
Deposed for the plaintiff, 21 June 2013. J. Patrick Connick, Attorney. 504-347-4535. 

Village of Stillwater et al. and Saratoga County Water Authority v. General Electric 
Company. Deposed for the plaintiff, 10 April 2014. Donald Boyajian, Attorney. 518-463-
7784. 

Cases where Dr. Carpenter's testimony was not allowed: Allgood et al. v. General 
Motors, based on my presenting a medical monitoring program while not being licensed 
to practice medicine in Indiana.; Adams et al. v. Cooper Industries; and Lakey et al. v. 
Pugut Sound Energy Inc., which never got to the stage of a deposition. 





43. Please refer to Dr. Carpenter's testimony. Please identify all applicable federal, 
state or local standards that have been enacted with regard to magnetic fields or electric 
fields. For each such standard, please identify: 

a. The nature and characteristics of the standard. 

b. The date that standard was adopted by the applicable state. 

c. The agency responsible for adopting each limit. 

d. The source(s) relied upon by Dr. Carpenter to demonstrate the adoption of such 
standard(s). 

ANSWER BY: David 0. Carpenter M.D. 

Please see the attached chapter, especially . This article also shows magnetic fields 
around household appliances, which fall off rapidly with distance, unlike the situation 
around powerlines. I have no idea when these standards were adopted other than that 
for New York, where the magnetic field standard was adopted in I believe 1988 after our 
New York State Powerlines Project demonstrated elevations in risk of childhood cancer 
from exposure to powerline fields. The value was chosen because 200 mG was the 
largest value found in existing high voltage line and the state did not want to allow 
anything that was worse. I suspect all of these values were adopted by state public 
service commission or whatever the state agency was called. I do not believe that there 
are any federal standards. 



Don W.Deno 
David 0. Carpenter 

1 

Sources and Characteristics of 
Electric and Magnetic Fields 

in the Environment 

L INTRODUC110N 

This c:bapteJ.' discusses the fun S}>ectrum with an emphasis toward the ELf 
(exuemcJy low frequency, 30 to 300Hz) spectrum. This is in the ~ctrum 
below 100 kHz. where the electric and magnerie fields are usually analyzed 
more appropriately as ~rate and slowly dme .. v~ electric or magneri(; 
energy fields. Electric fields arc described with the symbol E, a vector, in unitJ 
of volts per meter. V jm. Magnettc fidds are described with eft:hcr the symbol 
H, a vector, in units of ampere per meter or the m3gnetie flux density with the 
symbol B, a v«tor in units of testa. To be compatible with biole&lcal r~ 
scarc:hers, the magnetic R:ux density is often called magnetk field ~nd de-
scribed in millig:tu$$. Units and convmic::ms are described in Stedon U.B.1. 

Above 100 kHz. the fields ue usually more appropriately .analyzed as 
coupled and propagating at the speed of light. They are called elec~etic 
fields. At very high frequendes. such as light waves,. the electromagnetic wave 
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;mal)l$is methods treat the propapti»8 eneq,7 u ~dilating bundles ur parti· 
des of energy caU¢d photons. The full clectro~etic spectrum is discussed 
in this, chapter 'to keep the ELF subject in p.:rspcctive. Table I shows the 
spectrum and identifies the categories, the classifications1 and the dominant 
propetties. 

Humans have no ability to dirtctly detect elect~etk radiation other 
than visible light, yet ra.diarion such asya.nd X rays. can cause harm. Prolonged 
exp0$ure t() tdtraviolet is known to cause sunburn a.nd promote the occur
rem:e of skin cancers. Until recently there have been few safety ®ncerns 
about fonns of electromagnetit:: radiation with lower energies. This is not to 
$ay that other forms of decuomagnedc energy :are not powerful. Obviously 
microm~t•e radiation at high intensities is used to cause beating. The micro
waves are absorbed by water molecules, which induces movement of rbe 
water moJt:eules. This is the transformation of a field of ene:rgy to heat. We 
use neatly the same frequencies as in mi<:rowave ovens for our .:ommunica
dons systems. but at intensities that are t()O low to cause tissue heating. Our 
whole world is bathed in dcctromagnetic radiation of various frequencies and 
energies. Life hM evolved in du:: ptt$m« of ekctr~ctk 6elds and would 
be impossible as we know it without fonns of radiation, such as heat and 
light. The degree of exposure and the dq>mdence of any possible harm on 
sp«Uk propenies of the fidds are important. 

How a low-level field might dect a bidogial system is: im~tly 
understood. It is generally believed that mosr actions muSt be through in
duced current'$. Low-frequency oscilladng f1USJ1WC fields penem.tc the body 
a.nd induce eddy currents. In contrast the dectrk field about a biological 
system, such as tl human, is distorc¢d oonsidembly and induces surface charge 
and currents. The shape of the body is: very important in describing how tbe 
field is penutbed. Fot Elf de<:rdc fields, che field wirhin rhe body is very 
much reduced from the external field, becaus;e the .air capacitive rcacrance ro 
60Hz is. 300 X 1~ ohm-m, while conductive tissue is 10-100 ohm-m. Pre
cise model analysis has been performed to trace the human b<ldy current 
disrriburion (Kaune and Gillis, 1981). Human electric fidd exposures are 
gcnmilly f()r short time periods. (except for an electric blanket}. The ooncept 
of induced current being the significant coupling is not pmc:ticed. If it 'I.WS, the 
magnetic field derivative that induces. current would he moniton:d. The 
pr.actice has b«n to record only the ~etk field. 

El...F magnetic fieMs .are seldom attenuated and pose a more pet"Yasive 
background than electric fields. Hu1ru1n Jru~gnctic field cxp<)surc commonly 
raka; pla.ce over longer rime periods than electric fields. A human body doc.s 
nor perceptibly distort ~he lines of flux for magnetic fields, b«:ausc the 
impedance of me biological tissue to the oscillating masnetic: field does not 
differ from air. The oscillating ~etie 6dd does induce .an electric 6eld 
yidding a current in a conducting medium $UCh :u biologic tissues. If indeed 
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induced currents are the basis of the biological effects of fields, then one 
might expect that similar effects would come from both electric and magnetic 
idds. This presents considerable difficulty in extrapolating from one animal 
species to another, especially to human who is both upright and bipedal. 

Electric field-induced spark discharges are noticeable and disturbing. 
They cause an acute sensation of pain that is later accompanied by an 
exhaustion sensation. Benjamin Franklin described these sensations with his 
experiments. This problem can be experienced by (1) too many carpet sparks 
in succession, for example, 20 4-kV discharges, (2) being under a high-voltage 
power line where the electric field may exceed 8 kV jm causing many smaH 
irritating sparks from a person to ground, and (3) under a high-voltage line 
where spark discharges can come from the current induced on an ungrounded 
vehicle. Direct contact with appliances can lead to a current through a human. 
A current of 5.0 rnA is the maximum safe let-go limit, while 0.5 rnA current is 
the commonly held threshold of perception. 

n. ELECTRIC FIELDS, MAGNETIC FIELDS, AND 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS 

Electric 6cld This is a form of stored energy. Electric field intensity is a 
vector quantity denoted byE in units of volts per meter. The electric field 
comes from the separation of charged particles. The electric field may exist 
completely separate from the magnetic field if the charge is motionless or 
'"'static." Charged particles in an electric field feel a force. Since matter 
consists of electrons, neutrons, and protons, electric fields can act to influ
ence many substances. Accompanying the electric field is the displacement 
charge vector D in coulomb per square meter~ D = eE. The symbol e denotes 
the dielectric property of the material that couples free charge to the electric 
tiel d. 

Magnetic field This is also a form of stored energy. Magnetic field 
intensity is a vector quantity denoted by H in units of ampere per meter. The 
magnetic field comes from current flow, the motion of charge. Moving 
charged particles in a magnetic field feel a force. Again, since matter consists 
of electrons, neutrons, and protons, and is almost always in some sort of 
motion, magnetic fields can influence many substances. Accompanying the 
magnetic field is the magnetic flux density vector (also referred to as the 
magnetic field) B in tesla (milligauss is often the unit used), B = ,uH. The 
symboJ p. denotes the magnetic property of the material that couples the flux 
density to the magnetic field. It has been a practice to call both Band H the 
magnetic field. 
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Electromagnetic field This is a propagating coupled form of changing 
electric field and magnetic field. A changing displacement charge, D, gives rise 
to an induced magnetic field, H, and a changing magnetic flux, B, gives rise to 
an induced electric field E. The more rapjdly the D orB field changes (the 
higher its frequency), the greater the induced E or H field, respectively. This 
mutual self-support of coupling (see Table ll) exists even in a vacuum. At low 
frequencies the electric and magnetic fields contribute little to each other; 
therefore, they may be treated separately. The electric power frequency of 
50-60Hz is in this category. 

There are many good textbooks on electric and magnetic fields. The 
following books and handbooks provide summaries: 

• "Physics, .. Parts 1 and II, Halliday and Resnick (1966): This is a basic 
physics text including an introduction to electromagnetic fields. 

• "Reference Data for Radio Engineers" {1992): This book has extensive 
infonnation for propagating fields. 

• Chapter 8.0 in the "EPRI Transmission Line Reference Book" (1982): 
This chapter summarizes ELF field coupling to the environment (Deno 
and Zaffanella, 1982). 

• "Electronic Engineer's Handbook" (1989): This book contains back-

TABLE n Propagating Field Basic Equations 

Speed o( light in a vacuum 

c0 - 2.998 X 10'"" 3 X 10' m/sec 

Dielectric constants of air 

(1) 

u ""P.o == 4:do-7 H/m (2) 

c ... 3 X 10'""' c0 - 2.998 X 10' mjsec (3) 

e- 8.8537 x lo-11 ... llo- 1/.uoca F fm (4) 

Propagating waves have coupled electric and magnetic fields 

c-1;.fi}J. mjsec (5) 

Z ,.. ,fjij8 === 377 ohms (6) 

P, Power flow for a cross section area 
E, Electric field strength in volts per meter 
H, Magnetic field strength in ampere per meter 

P == E X H W jm2, propagating power flux vector (7) 

P = E • E/Z W /m2 (8) 

P-H· HZ Wjm2 (9) 



ground from an ~earon.ic engineer•s poinr-of·view (Fink and Chris· 
tiaMort,1989). 

• Elearomqnccic Phenomena in "Van Nostrand's Scientific Encydo
pcdia,n 7th ed. (1989): Thi! ~tion pro\lidt11 hackground in apply
ing magnetic fields to biologial systems (Considine and Considine, 
1989). 

• Standard Handbook for Elemical EnginecB {Fink and Beaty, 1987}: 
Thii book provides badcground f'rom an electrical cng;incer•s point-of
view. 

The choice of the appropriate method of analyzing the intc:raccion of an 
obje<;t with a fidd also depends upon the v.>avelength of the field relative to 
che object•s size. If the wave1engr:h is mu<h larger man the obiect and the field 
penetration is larger than an objecr•s cross section, then the analysis can be the 
satne as for 60..Hz ELF alcu1ations. 

Magnetic field penetmtion is di$cUSted in "'Reference Oara for bdio 
Engineers" {1992):. Section 26-.S. A table includes data of depth of penetration 
for mergy to 1/e for a • l()l Sand a reb.tive diel«ttic constant of e • !0. 
1'he data show SO mat tO kHz, 15m ar 100 kH2, S m .u 3 MHz, and 2m at 
10 MHz. These .are examples of ~h soil, and although not equiv.a.letu: to 
nonuniform biological tissue, they are useful for ballpark estimates of ~ld 
penetration in biological systems. Propagating fitld analysis is usually applied 
at: nve times tbe wavelength tway from the source. Propagating frequert· 
des are usually thought of as scaning at 100 kHz. (The low end of the AM 
broadcaft b;md :Starts at 500 kHz). Analysis techniques overlap in ~rum 
depending on the subjt<:t. Examples are diKUSsed. further in this cl.prer. 

A. Propap.titts Fields 

The Jpectnlm summaril:ed in Table I sbowi radio, microwave. TV, and 
light: as examples of propagating electromsgntttic fi.etds. Some of the most 
important properties of Pf'OP'IPting fields am summarized in ·rable II. Most 
important in propagating fields relative to the ELF spectrum is the coupling of 
the electric and magnetic fields through the imptdance of the mt'dium. 
Vacuum and air without cru::umbranccs are often called free space and have an 
impeOO.ncc of 377 ohms. 

High-frequem:y .t!Wysis often trcau clern~c; radiation as packers 
ol energy called phorons, with the .me.gy descnncd byE - met. The photons 
have no rest mass. A familiar high-frequency form of dec::tromagnttic energy 
is visible Jighr. for which most forms of life have developed spedalized 
receptors to be able to detect objects in me environment. Light wavelengths 
are from 0.40 to 0:10pm (micrometers). Our e~s disringui!h the different 
wavelengths; as colors. The xelationsh1p betwmt wavelength and ener&Y for 
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the radiated photon is desaibcd by Plank's Jaw: 
E==hv 

E ts in joule$, the photon energy 
h- 6.62.4 X 10""'14 J-~ Plank's constant 
" is in Hem.. cycles per ~ond. 

{10) 

This equation demonstrates that the photon ett.eC3Y is proportional to fre
quency, an tmporwtt property of electrorn.agnerle particle$. 

Vuible light is usually specified by wavelength. Microwa~ and radio~ 
however, are more often specified by frequeney. The most ene.rgeric form.s of 
electtotna,g.neric radiation are y rays and X rays. High-energy 1 and X rays are 
usually dlaractcrized not by wavelength or frequency, but by energy, which is 
related to lrequency as indkatcd in Eq. {1}. These are very powerful packers 
of energy with very mort wavelengths. 

Chemical (dcctrou) bond energy is typically 1 eV, electron volt. Thus 
photons muA" be _.,1 eV {1.602 X to-~' J) to tmalc a 1-eV covalent bond. 
This c:orropoads to radiation f~ncy of 242 X 101.1fiz, a wavdengch of 
1.24 Jlrn. These higb-fttquettey ••j~~, fonm of elect~c:: radiation 
are •uRicicntly energetic to directly damage living o~ .. Ionizing mdia
riontt can cause damage to DNA in living ~ells and break water molecules into 
charged and reactive: elements c::alted fw: r.tdic:als. wbkh then cause further 
datmgc to tbe subc:dluJar constitL&ents. of the celt 

The enercies contained m lower..frequcnq- forms of dcctrcmutperic 
radiation contllin insuilic::icnt energy to cause formation of "ion$." Coi'I$C· 
quendy, this pan of rhe electromagnetic spectrum (evcryrhine below X rays) is 
often called 44nonionizing tadiation.'" 

B. Qwui..&taric FteJds 

PO"NN!t line frequency and its harmonics are nonionizing radiation. The 
magnetic field from a power line has a wavelent,tb of 5000 km and a fre. 
quency of 60Hz. In comparison. visible light bas wavclengtbs of 4 X to-1 to 
7 X to-7 m and frequendes of 8 X 1&+'14 to 4 X H1*'1• Hz. The eanh*s fields 
are euendalty constant with small chaDge$. These changes are nor repetitive 
and are not cba.t'Kterized by a single f'requcncy. These fields are at the lowest 
point oft~ electrom~tit spectrum. 

At the low-lrequency end of the spectrum, slowly changing electric and 
magnetic fields may be treated u if they wert swic or did not change. Electric 
and magnetic fields 4l'e described by vectors wim a mapitude and direction at 
an instant in time. TheE and B nelds may be cal~ublted separately ~s shown in 
Table Ill with E.qs. (It) to {14}. The 6dd talcLilatiOJ1$ are made as if the fidd 
were not time varying. The induced current is rhe time rate of change. 
derivative, of the displacement charge. The induced vol~e is rhe time detivaw 
tive of the Sux density. 
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1. Unitt 

The unit of measurement of elearic fields i! E in volts per meter. For 
magnetic uel~ rhe oomparable standard unir of measure isH in amptsu per 
meter. The common ELF bionuag:netic mcarc.h unit of measurement is the 
magnetic lux density B in millipuss, mG. This is the f113gftetic flux density 
per unit area. The unit used by the: Systemc lnt<:rnationaJ (SI) i.s the tesla (T), 
where 1 mG • 0.1 p.T. Another unit sometimes used is the y, where 1 y-
1 n T. There iJ a lack of consistency itt the usage of magnetic field units by 
diferettt investigatots.. Table IV lists the conversion between the magnetic 
field units of measure. The relarlon of B, H, E, and D is given in Table IlL 

8- JCoH inw. pemu:ability. ~to• 42 X 10"'7 -ll.SU x 14)"'7 t)/m 
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2. Mctlwds ol Qwui-Sr.tk Pidd Otkvlarion 
The exatt procedure for cakuJatine me~ fields is beyond the scope of 

this chapter. Suggested referenc=es for calculation are in [he handbooks identi· 
ned previously in thi& section. Quasl-ttatic field analysis is based upon simpli
fying assumptions. The magneti~ field is determined by tM conduction 
currents. Tbe elect~ fidd satis&s the vokagt Mundtry conditions. Surface 
clwge is distributed to satisfy dte Maxwell's displacement charge at a con
ductive voltage boundary. Forms of these equations appear in Table III. These 
propertits are calculated as in static; 6dd thcoqr rorm for itl$t'ant:aneous 
V'Alues. For slowly varying ELF sinu$0idal Geld$, the ~~ voltage$, and 
field$ an: treated as ph:nors) complex numbet$ ~resenting magtlitude and 
phase.. 

8oth electric and mqnedc fields are vectors having components in three 
spatial ditectiom. Sin&Je·frequency (phase-locked) fidds Qn be dCKribcd as 
phasor vectors.. If they arc in ph8$C, the vectors add and subtraa direc:tly~ and 
therefore fields from multiple sources an add or subtract directly as vt:ttor 
addition. Usually two components from different sources are not in phtie, the 
\"CCCtors are added as plmor ~tor$y and the Gelds will not have points of 
complete catla'llation. This technology was used in analysis for the New York 
Sta~ Public Service Commission parr of cases 26519 and 26559 [U.S. Depart· 
~r of En~rgy {USOOE), 1979]. The pbawr analysis methods were reported 
in me closure part ol the technical paper "T mwnission Line Fields .. {Dcno, 
19'16). 

Elect~ and msgneric Mlds dif~r in how they are generated, how they 
may be shielded, .and how they act in biological sysrcms. Electric fields are rhe 
forees that one chazged parricl~ exerts on anocher. They depend on charge 
rransfer and do not require currenr flow. Exptrimenr.ally an elearic 6dd can 
be produced between the two plates. The volt;gc between the rwo platts 
divided by the distance in mete:~? betvve~n the plates yields the field in volt$ 
per meter. The magnirude of rht electric field is directly proportional to tM 
voltage. High-electric fields oe<:ur near equipment like high-volc:age power 
ltnes. For example, common SOU!C'C!$ of ELF el~ctric fields are power lines and 
lamps. An electric Mld is emitted from a device, whether it carries power or 
not. Household appliances are U$\ll.lly wdf shielded and emit little dectric 
field. H(HlSehold lamps are sddom shielded. The line cord will have a 110 Vac 
wire and a power ground wire. They ~ 55 Vac and couple strongly to 
the mttal StrUCtUre of a lamp. A lamp,& mew structure is often about 40 Vac 
wim modest 10.. to 20·V /m electric fields close co a lamp. Power line ELF 
6elds can be S kV /m under the low sag poillt of .a span. 

The magnetic fields arc proportional to me current. There is no magnetic 
6cld from an appliance plugged in but not turned on. ~iog ott an 
appliance's switch, it an have the ame electric ficld or even higher, when 
turned ott. Elec::tric .and magnetic 6elds fat from their source decrease with 
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the inverse of the square of the distance from point sources like a lamp and 
inverse with the distance from a line source like a cable. An ELF magnetic 
field usually comes from point sources like appliances in a dipole pattern or 
from currents in a line from wiring, pipes, or a power line in a circular pattern 
about the current. 

Electric fields are easily shielded by almost any object, including trees, 
windows, walls, and skin. Magnetic fields on the other hand are almost 
impossible to shield. Shielding is partially realized by using specialized materi
als, such as mu metal, or ferromagnetic materials, such as iron-containing 
metal. 

3. Methods of Induced Current Calculation 

In this section, the ELF spectrum is analyzed from the quasi-static point 
of view. The basic properties of these fields follow the equation forms in 
Table III. Table Ill emphasizes the similar structure of the basic electric and 
magnetic field equations in the quasi-static point-of-view. 

a. Electric iield·induccd current An electric field, E, has a displacement 
charge, D, as described in Table III, chat terminates on a surface. A change of 
the field and charge results in a current, i = dD 1 dt. This expression is directly 
valid for an area on a conductive surface terminating a uniform electric field. 
A hemisphere on such a surface will coHect a current i = jweE(3nr2 ). An 
empirically determined formula for the current from a person to ground in the 
same situation is 

(30} 

h in meters 
E in volts per meter. 

An example of a person 1.7 m tall in a field of 1000 V lm would have a 
short-circuit current of 156 p.A. The same current would be induced on a 
0.71-m-radius hemisphere. For further detailed calculation procedures, see 
Deno and Zaffanella (1982). 

b. Magnetic field-induced current A magnetic field~ H, has a flux 
density, B, that is continuous and closes on itself. A change of the field and 
flux density results in an induced voltage around an area, v = dB I dt. For 
example, assume a cross section of the human body with cylindrical radius r, 
uniform resistivity p, and a flux density B perpendicular to the cross-section 
area. The magnetic field-induced current density i can be calculated as shown 
from Eq. (31-35). Area A of a circular section of radius r is 

(31) 
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Flux in circular section of uniform field B perpendicular to the area is 

4> = nr2B. 

Induced voltage around the periphery of a circular area is 

v = d4> I dt = j(J)ttr2B, 

(32) 

(33) 

where j = .J 1. The distance around a circular area is L = 2nr. For example a 
human's waist could beL- 0.813 m (32 in.), which is a radius r == 0.13 m (5 
in.). The resistance around the periphery of the circular area in units of ohms 
per square meter perpendicular to the radius of the circular area is 

pL p21tr 
R =A= 1 m2 = 2nrp ohm/m1

• (34) 

Current density around the circular area is 

i = v jR = O.Sj(J)r I p A 1m2• (35) 

The current density is proportional to the radius of a section. For example, if 
a person stands in a 5-mG vertical 60-Hz field with a body resistance of 
10 ohm-m, an example calculation of the induced current density at the 
radius using Eq. (35) is 

Chest radius r = 17 em, 

Head radius r = 9 em, 

i == 1.6 f1A.jm2 

i = 0.86 f1A./m2• 

c. Induced current in bUIJ1fl11S The electric field-induced current calcu
lation yields a total cross-section current based on an assumed homogeneous 
specific resistivity. The magnetic field-induced current calculation yields a 
current density at a radius around an area. Biological tissue such as a human is 
not homogeneous in resistivity. Resistivity parallel and perpendicular to mus
cular fiber is reported to be a 2.2: 1 difference (Geddes and Baker, 1967). 
Most of the data came from dog experiments, because they are similar to 
humans. Human's resistances are reported to be lower than other biological 
systems. Examples are: 

Cardiac muscle; 

Skeletal muscle: 

a= 2.5 mSjcm, p = 4 ohm meter 

transverse a- 0.6 mSicm 
longitude a- 4.2 mSicm 

Specific conductance: a = 1 I p S 

Specific resistance: p ohm-m. 

Rush et al. (1963) report human blood to have a resistivity of 1 ohm-m, 
while animal experiments showed 1.6 ohm-m. The dog thorax mean resist-
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anc:e was 4.5 ohm-m. This reference reports a mean resistivity of 4.0 ohm·m 
tor tM: outer thorax layer! skin, far, mU5Cle, and bone. These references have 
U$Cful data on variations of resistivity. They emph~ how current densities 
vary within a tissue. Curr~ts m: (~tratcd into the more conductive 
rls$ue. h: is suspected IMt 00 a microscopic level. me variations of resi.ilrivity 
could be much ~ter and cufftllts could be more concentrated. 

4. Methods J ELF Fiekl Mt:~mremeat 
A complete measurement and description of ELf fields would be over

whelmingly complex. Gross simplifications must be made in supporting quan
tified ELF 6dd mt:a$ll!ement data for the biological mc:arch. The measure· 
mr:nt compromiS<$ used in this chapter could be used until some new 
revelation on the biological eft'ecrs is discovered. All of the data in this 
chapter were obtained from measurements of two methods: tna8flltude mea
sumnem and funcrion of time recording. The ELF methods of fie1d measure· 
mcm rely on the rate of change in the field to induce a voltage or current that 
ts proportional to the field • 

.,. M.pinuk mcMII~t$ The magnetic field 5en$0f used throughout 
this chapter i~; a c:oillt outputted a voltage proportional to the 'dd ~ate of 
(lumgc:.. In the sensor ~ is a passive integratlnc 61ter that ecmvem the coil 
output to a voltage proportional to rhe field intensity. The electric field sensor 
OUtpUtted a curr~m proportional to the fidd rate of cbanse. In the $ei1SOr wn 
• passive integrator that convened the current ro a voltage proportional ro the 
field rate of change. Since the magnetic field sensed bandwidcb is limited from 
60 to 180 Hz, and the t"l«rrlc field was dominantly 60 Hz, the wavefonn 
does not have enough impuls.ivc content for a difference between avemge 
caJibnatc:d l'llt$ detection and .. trUe tn'IS,. derecdon. The variation in different 
device measurement data can come from the difference in their frequency 
response. The most extreme case can be examined in Fi~. 12 and B. the ELF 
magnetic field around a TV set. Comparins the square root of the sum of the 
squares shoW$ a diffcm.ce of S% by indudinJ the fifth harmonic to the !t'$t 
and third. A sdeaion of the f~ueney response and detection process must 
be made in making a measurement. Presently this selection is very 4rbitrary. 
fortunately the practi<:al differences ace negligible compared to tM spatial 
and dme variations of ELF fields and the lack of a specific low·kvcl ELF 
biological efiect meclt.'mism. 

b. Time recotdifJII (wavcform captflrc) In this chapter me magncdc 
field measuremenu ~re made using a 5cm$OT coil with an output proportional 
r:o the magneri<: field rate of dtange. The 5ignal WQ recorded as a series of 
rime function samples in a personal computer. The analysis pr~ed to the 



Fourier sene$, intt-gtated in the frequency d(K'Ilain for the spectrum and 
reronitnlCted co the time domain for the (unetioo of time. Thi$ mtthOO of 
mca$Uremcnt has been used sw:cessfully. 

t:. ELP tt1«rric lkld IJ.IC#Slii'CIIJCJJt The electric: field wiD tenninatc on a 
co.nductive suroo wirb a $Urt'ace charge equal to tile permitivity times the 
electric field. This is called the Maxwell displacement dwge. A field rate of 
change auses a surface charge cumnt that is measured. Static fields are 
measured by chopping the field with a shield over a surface. ELF fitlds are 
measured using the lrequency rare of change. Three basic configurations are 
ustd to rt.'talce the measurement of this a~mmt that is proportional to tbe 
electric field. These three configurations have closed {onn solutions to precise 
shape~. Practical sensors have shapes that can be approximated to <Kle of these 
solutions. Their precise calibration is perform~ in a lcnowrt Seld. 

1. A flat amduahle sur{au tmninadon of a field has a curtent chat ~n 
be meuured to intexpre1 the average fi~d over the JUrfacc by 

i • jweE{Area). (36) 

2. A frN body {iJd m&r is .a conductive obi«r insulated in~ where 
the CI.U'te1lt berween the top and bottom is nmlSUted and processed ro y.ield .a 
measure of the electric field. A shape c:an be appro1tinwcd to be equivalent to 
a sphere f.Plit in the middle along the equipotential plal:le. The current be· 
tween the sphere hahoes is proportional to rhe field ac::cording to 

i == jw3JCileE. {37) 

3. Sf.J'tJU potmthzl can bt: m~ured at a location by meuuti.ng the ttm'tnt 

from an objctt shorted through a very sm.:t.U wire co cround. The isolated 
object ca~ ~ llpproximar:ed as an .valent sphere of radius T to compute the 
capacirance to space, 4mi'J'. Multiplying du~ capacirance by ;w yields the 
admittmce iaJ41eer. The nns atrrent is the m1$ volt~ge, V. rimes this admit .. 
ranee described by 

i==~V. (38) 

d. E1J autgnctic JieiJ ~t In the ELF spectrum, coils have 
good sensitivity pettO!'tmtnce for the low fitld ctrengths eru;ounfeml. The 
induced voltage is proportional to the flux nne of dw1ge, according to 

~~- jt:n4>. (39) 

The total vol~ is equal to the numbct- of rnm& in fhe ~u times rhe ftux 
density timu the area of the c<1iJ. The: c:<1il area is U$Ually enhanced by a ferrite 
core to coll«t flux over a larger area snd conccntmte it through the coil. For 
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an example..-. ferrite core longer than the coil can iocrc.asc the flux colkctlng 
are.t by a f.-.cror of 20. The coil vGltaae is proportional to the field strength 
and the frequency. An integrator an be added to attain a ftat frequency 
rt$p0nst over a desirtd spectrum. The int~on can be m:omplished in the 
~nsor ot in a processing stage or computed after a r«ording.. 

Hall effect sensors are advantageou&ly small like a pencil .ei"'SCr. Their 
OUtpUt is proportional directly tO me field St'l'Mgth, 0()[ the tate of cbangeliJce 
the coil. Hall diea 5c:nsol'$ arc k$$ SCMitivc. Mea1urements below 1 G are 
domated by the earth's 6dd of O..S G. 

flux gate SCt1SQ!S have good S<:nSitivity and operate well with constant 
geomagoecic field$ through the ELF and V spectrum. Their output is propor· 
tional dir«dy to the .Gdd strength. Flux gzate senson have uturation limim· 
dons. 

Jn. NAWRAL FIELDS 

A. Geomtgnecic Fields 

The earth has a steady geomagnetic: field dmt is ~ in mqnirude as 
compared to the :at: 6elds. This Geld is abour: 0.5 G and is relatively constant 
at any particular site. There are $001C sites with fields as high as 0.6-0.7 Gat 
high latituda and a low of about 0.23 G at low latitudes such as of the coast 
of Brazil. There are marty smlller variations that arise as a result of the 
mqnetic polarization variations from within the emh~s crusr: (Hirue, 1985). 
The field is oriented like a bar magnet, although the poles do not cormpond 
e.xacdy to the geographic north and south poles. It is known that over the past 
10 million years lhe gco~ field bas reversed polarity ar feast 10 timts. 
This field originates from submande currt!tlt flow. Li!e on e.arth has evolved in 
the ~ of this ge().tn.agnetic Held, which is large relative to most human
made .sources. 

The earm•.s neld induces a current in a rotating body simtfar to a 60-H% 
~ric field-induced current in a $Mlonary bGdy ex-cept for the frtquency. 
An example of equivalent induced current density is calcu1ated here to pro· 
vide a pmpeaive and to show a method of g)culation. A.mlme a rotation of 
1 rad/se<: (0.159 Hz, about 6 sec P« revolution} in the earth•s SOO mG 
magneric ndd. An equivalent induced voltage and current from a 60-H~ 6eld 
an: calculated. 

The induced voltag.:. according to Sectionii . .B.3, i' 

v-d<P/dt. 

The induced vol• around a biologkal tissue area is 

V - j(f)(B X Area). 

(40) 

(41) 



Thl! 60-Hz ind~ed voltage is 

V == j371(BeHr. X Area). (42) 

The earth1s Beld of 500 mC wim rotation of 1 md/$ec yields an i.nduced 
v~ 

V- i{SOO mG X Area). (43) 

Equating the indu«ci voltsge for an equivalent 60-Hz macnetie field yields 

8611 Hr.- 1.33 mG.,.. (_..) 
Thus. a modest rotation in the earth•s field at 1 rad/sec indU«$ the same 
curtenr density magnitude at a 0.94 mG ttn$ 60-Hz magnetic field with the 
dHferencc being the frequency and the 60-Hx induction being more constant 
over a rdarivdy long period of time. 

B. Ambiedr Atmospheric Elccrric Fields 

1M sky elecrric fields with a variety of frequencies arise primarily from 
atmospheric conditions and the JUn. Thus the magnitude of the natuml 
electric field is. very d4pcndent upon the weath~. In fair weather. the earth 
bas a constant dcrnic fi.dd that i$ usually directed dowttward.. This fi.dd is 
usuatly betw~en 90 :and 120 V /m (Ciuk. 1958). The field varies more than 
SO% ovtt the time of day and rends co follow predictable pattem.s. There are 
also *trlc: 6clds <'At various fRquenci~ but these a" much stw.llJer in 
amplitude and fall of rapidly with itu:n:asing lrequency. L3Jge and Wonnetl 
(1958) found, (or example, rhat rhe field intensity at S Hz. wti 101 ~tV /m, 
while • 80 Hz it w.tS 32 p.V /m. Then: wen: only very smallndd.s at frequen
ciet over 300 Hz. TheE field is much greater in storms. They an be as high as 
S to 20 kV /m in the vicinity of thunderstorms. These 6dd$ may also reverse 
polarity dtit'ing se\'ere we.-.ther. The 60·Hz compooent .is oonnally in the order 
of 1()-4 V /m. 

Figure t shows an approximate typial apace potential of the earth's 
elt<:tric Geld in the vel'l1cal plane. Measurements were made using a fi.eld
chopp.in,g sensor. The unperturilcd measured field was about -100 V /m 
(E- -VV), + 100 Vat 1 m above rhe ground plane of a cur gtaS'5 field. Thi$ 
i5 typical on a sunny windless day. Oouds can pa55 with strong fields of either 
polarity. Thundcmonn$ arc aa:ompeni~ by $trollg ndds and strong mtn• 
sienu. The outdoor atmospheric field is u~y welt behaved above the 
conductive ground pote'l'ltial moist vegetation. Inside dty houses in the winter) 
carp~ts and clothing will collect charge rhat can make the electric: 6etd similar 
ro thai shown in Fig. 1, except the field tWists in unpredi'*able wa)'5. An 
example of a high-local field distonioo is clothing on people, where static: 
sparking is evidence- of field levels exceeding a mtgavolt per mew-. 
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C. Natural ac: Magnttk fields 

Nuural ac magnetic fields are superimpo~ed on the geomagnetic field. 
These come /rom a variety oi sollr~ particularly tlu: sun and solar sto~ 
.and are in the r.ange 0.04-0.4 pT (picoresla, to-1lT}, 0.4-4,uG,. at 60 H% 
(Chambers, 1967; Fr.uer .. Smim and Helliwdl, t98Sa,b). The nar:ur.al ac mag
netic field ii small compared to human-made magnetic fields. 

Fraser-Smith: and Bowen (1992.) have recently recorded the natund 50- to 
60·Hz magnetic fields at a variety of sites around the world. The sitt$ were 
isolated from human-made dectritsl S)'Ste:tl\5· At 50-60H-z. the average 
Jmbient magnetic field arising from elearic systems is 10""7 rimes that of the 
nattl.1'41 baclcgtound. Thus while the human-made iclds are small rtlalive to 
the stoady background, they are enormous relative to the background at 
comparable frequertey. For example, sunlight includes the frtquency of 
J X 1014 tad/sec (S X 1013 Hz). The maximum radiac:«<sun energy is around 
1000 W /ml. Assuming the sun-mdiated enefl}' flux is P = 1000 W /m1 in 
sunlight, then the 6el<b are cak;uwed by 

E.=JPZ*"o14 V/m (45) 

1 = .ffii, ~ 1.62 A/m. 20.5 mG. (46) 

Sunlight-r2diated en~ couples to human skin taU$ing sunburn. The 
depth of penctr.ation for this spectrum is very Rna~~. Propagating sunlight 
contains much mote powtr for ~ given level of fitld thln ELF that follows 
quasi-statk field theory. 

JV. ELF POWER. UNE FJElDS 

In North America, most dcetric power is 60 Hz; in the rest of the wodo 
it i& SO Hx. Electricity is mnsported from the site •t which it is generated at 
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high voltages for the purpose of transmission efficiency. In the United States, 
the largest voltages used for transmission lines at present is 765,000 V or 
765 kV. After transport, a substation typically transforms the voltage to 
5000-35,000 V in distribution lines. Step~down transformers in the second~ 
ary distribution lines feed individual businesses and homes with electricity at 
115-230 v. 

These power lines emit both electric and magnetic fields. They are usually 
analyzed using sinusoidal steady~state field theory in two dimensions. The 
two-dimension simplification over three dimensions assumes that the lines are 
straight and go for a sufficient distance toward infinity to make two~dimen
sional analysis valid. High-voltage lines are generally well balanced and sinu
soidal. This usually leads to close correspondence between calculated and 
measured fields. At radial distances farther than about five conductor spacings 
along the ground, the degree of conductor current balance often dominates 
the cancellation of conductor current magnetic field. The field decreases 
proportional to 1/rad1 as long as the cancellation properties are dominant. A 
few percentage of ground return component can generate a dominant back
ground field at large radial distances from the power line, decreasing propor
tional to 1/rad until the return path comes into play. Where more compli
cated configurations are encountered, such as in distribution systems, 
three-dimensional computations can be used, but are limited by undesired 
unbalance, unknown magnitude, and undesired unknown current return 
paths. For this reason it is usually preferable to measure rhe fields and not 
depend on calculations from insufficient data such as reading line current 
meters in a substation. 

Three phase lines are intended to have balanced Jine frequency cur
rents totaling zero at any instant. Practically, many power loads have sig
nificant third harmonic currents. The third harmonic current in the symmet
rical three phases will be in phase, and their magnetic fields will be additive. 
The return current can be in ground circuits such as the lightning shield wires. 
Therefore, the fundamental 60~Hz fields from the three-phase conductors 
cancel, while the third harmonic fields at 180Hz add. For this reason a 
dominant third harmonic field may be observed, especially about a distribution 
line. 

The electric and magnetic field spectrum from high~voltage transmission 
power lines is usually very sinusoidal dose to the line where the conductor 
currents dominate the field. At distances beyond five conductor spacings of 
the three-phase line, the contribution from the balanced conductor currents 
cancels significantly. At some further distance, the unbalanced currents be
come dominant, because they do not cancel. The currents and their magnetic 
field are usually not a sinusoid and contain a lot of harmonics. This is 
particularly true around distribution lines, where directly under the distribu~ 
cion line the distance to the conductors exceeds the five conductor spacings 
of the three-phase distribution line. 
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A. High-Voltage Power Line Fields 

Extensive calculation and measurements were performed for the New 
York State Public Service Commission in 1975 for the 765 kV line from 
Massina to Marcy, NY. A report on some of this work appeared in (Dena, 
1976). An existing lower-voltage situation was calculated and measured for 
comparison. Selected were rwo parallel 345-kV lines, the Rochester Gas and 
the Electric Rochester-Clay line West of tower 21. At 345 kV and 450 A, the 
maximum fields were 70 mG and 5 kV jm. The profiles were typical. The 
proposed 765-kV line was calculated extensively. 

The vertical electric field with a ground clearance of 50 fr has a maximum 
of 9 kV jm. At 130ft from the center line, the field is 2 kV jm. Both mea
sured and calculated data on the 345 kV line at 450 A had maximum values of 
about 5 kV /m and 65 mG for the fields. Power lines at voltages above 
115 kV have the largest 60-Hz electric fields in our normal environment. 
These fields were the subject of research papers "Calculating Electrostatic 
Effects of Overhead Transmission Lines" (Deno 1974), "Electrostatic Induc
tion Formulae" (Deno 1975), and "Currents Induced In The Human Body" 
(Deno 1977). Most of this work is summarized in Chapter 8 in the EPRI 
Transmission Line Reference Book 2nd Ed. (Deno 1982). 

Figure 2 displays some of the magnetic field phenomena. A cross-section 
drawing shows the configuration to scale with a ground clearance of 70 ft. 
The field can be described as a rotating vector at each point in space. The loci 
of these vectors are plotted on the cross-section drawing. In magnetic fields 
there are no zero boundary conditions as there are in electric fields. Therefore 
the ground-level magnetic field has an elliptical shape. At distances a few pole 
spacings from the line, the field is dominantly an oscillating vecwr with a 
negligible minor axis. At a ground clearance of 50ft, the 765-kV line has a 
maximum under the line of 300 mG with 4000 A. At the more expected 
1000 A, the field level would be 75 mG. At 130 fr from the center line, the 
6eld has reduced to 150 mG with the 4000 A. At the more expected 1000 A, 
the field level would be 38 mG. 

A power line magnetic field may or may not dominate the background 
magnetic field in a residence. The dominant factors are (1) the line current 
(which is not obvious to a casual observer}, (2) the separation of the residence 
from the power line, (3) the line configuration, and (4) the unbalanced current 
through a ground path. Figure 3 shows a plot plan with magnetic field 
magnitude contour levels around the house from measured data. The contour 
lines running essentially parallel to the power line indicate the power line as 
the source of the field dominating the residence. 

Figure 4 is an example where an imposing looking power line and substa
tion is next to a house, yet the power line and substation magnetic field is not 
dominating the residence. The conclusive evidence is the 0.5-mG contour line 
between the house and the power line substation. The magnetic field levels 
close to the house are higher, indicating local sources (within the house). 
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house Jnd dw li.rle. A tcxal $01m# 1Nithin the hoosc i$ ~ 

B. Di$tributioa Liaes 

El~ric fields produet'.'d by power lines are dependcrtt upon the voltage at 
whicb the line is operated and the dismncc from the line. Dimiburion line$ 
carry volmges up to 23 kV. Levels of 10 to 30 V /marc ofren found under 
distribution Jines. The 01m:nts are variable depending on the local user loads, 
which can be tOO A. The msgnetit! field under distribution 'incs an have 
surprises from the uset IO<ad current. The lightning neutm ground return 
ciKUit is not well concrolled. It can ha•e currents of a few ampere that 
generate looat field$. Figu.re 5 (from~. 1984} shows how power return 
may deviate from the line drop. Cuttent return throt.tgh •lalie loop of a water 
system will also not cancel and can ltad ro dominant field sources. These 
currents concentrate at distnourion circuit poles wirh cransformen and p&les 
with <:apacitors. The poles with capa:dtQn <:Gnduct the hannonics [O ground 
more tban (he poles wilh transformers. 

The fields along distribution lines arc be$t prC5Cntcd in their spatial form 
by shQwirtg their magnitude as a profile on a map. Taking and pi'O(:essfng tbis 
data is d~ribed in the Em&xC 118 manuak (Deno and Deno 199la. and 
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FIGURE 4 The ~·s b;u:ksroood ~de !idd ~ ooc c:OMC itom me power line, smct: rM 1--mO 
contour ~~ J~ be~ t~ houR and the d1Mributic:m ~~ '}"he hOUSie ha$ iu own tac:al sources ot 
m~tic fields. Pro:dmil)' to a power station is ohm accompanied by hiP Jcvc-b of W ~k fields. 
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Deno and Deno 1991b). Figure 6 shows an example of a retldendal area where 
the distribution lines .dong. che street c:rmed a measurable ma.gnetk field. 
Note th.t the 30-mG scale bar aUow.a quantitative tnm51ation of che perth 
m*8ftitude ban. The map was expanded about one di.suibutiott citcuit show
ing rhe profile in fig. 7. The power current in rhc line mould decmse with 
d.isw:tce from the substation. The higher ~ic field part way ouc from che 
$Ubstation indiQUes a d001inance of local tlUigltetic field c:au.sing currenrs 
from houses to distribution transformer secondary neutrals through paths 
other than the liM drops. Much o£ th~ fields ~ contributed by power 
rerum.irtg in the house lightning protection water system grouml conncaion~ 
u ~ted in Fag. 5. The neighborhood aJJowc:d the fields to be measured 
along che $tl't'Ct. Jnac<:CSGible lw:kyud ~ levels that were about 2. mG were 
not m~d. Valid surface function and ~ntow-maps caJll\Qt be gcneuted 
from such sparse dam! The temporal variations are al$0 a pn.>blern with any 
spatial pmenwton. The field magnirudet shown in Fag. 6 dlangcd with rhc 
time of day (rom buma.n lifestyle patterns such as temper.a.tur~influenced air 
condidocer loads. 

Figure 8 shows the variation in magnetic field exposed to an individual on 
a nip. Data were taken by wearing an EmdexC magMtic dm ~while 
lovilli the dty of Old Alexandri~ Viqpnia, City Hall and traveling to Wasl\. 
ington. D.C. The &rst part of the plOt was the walk to the city hall parking lot. 
Most of rhc fields were about 1 mG from tbc di$triburion lines. The higher 
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FIGURE 8 Magnetic field exposure plot of data used for Table V statistical summary. These 
dam were collected during a 2·hr car trip from Old Alexandria, Virginia, to Washington, D.C. 
The highest level of exposure occurred at about 18:22 hr, when the data logger was brought near 
a computer to oftload and process this data. 

values occurred at the end of the exposure recording by using a computer. 
The plot of Fig. 8 typically leaves an impression of higher fields from the 
peaks than what was the real average. Table V shows the statistics for the 
recording that have a valid quantification of the average and mean recorded 
fields. 

V. ELF HOUSEHOLD AND OCCUPATIONAL FIELDS 

Feychting and Ahlborn (1992} provide statistics from Sweden in tables 
and figures showing fields common in Swedish households categorized into 
0-0.09, 0.1-0.19, and from 0.2 p,T (2.0 mG). These Swedish ELF magnetic 
field levels are similar to those found in the United States. 

Household and occupational fields are usually made up of a lower level 
background field from a nearby cable with unbalanced current or a nearby 
power line. These fields are circular around the cable and decrease inversely 
with the radial distance. Appliance magnetic fields are highly localized and 
decrease proportional to the inverse square of the distance from the point of 
interest to the center of the source. Appliances with high-torque motors with 
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TABLE V Magnetic Field Exposure Statisticsa 

B" B, B" B~ 
Sratisric' (mG) (mG) (mG) (mG) 

Minimum 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 
Maximum 29.00 20.30 22.70 30.70 
M~ 0.93 0.83 0.63 1.58 
St:mdard deviation 1.76 1.40 1.19 3.23 
~metric mean 0.42 0.47 0.35 0.83 
Median 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.90 

Percentile Bx BT B., B-s 
(%) (mG) (mG) (mG) {mG) 

0.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 
s.oo 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.14 

10.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.22 
15.00 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.24 
20.00 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.33 
25.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.44 
30.00 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.57 
35.00 0.30 0.30 0.20 0.65 
40.00 0.30 0.40 0.30 0.70 
45.00 0.40 0.40 0.30 0.78 
50.00 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.90 
55.00 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.99 
60.00 0.60 0.60 0.40 1.12 
65.00 0.60 0.70 0.50 1.24 
70.00 0.70 0.70 0.50 1.37 
75.00 0.80 0.80 0.60 1.55 
80.00 LOO 1.00 0.70 1.75 
85.00 1.10 1.20 0.80 1.87 
90.00 1.40 1.60 1.10 2.43 
95.00 2.10 2.20 1.80 4.79 

100.00 29.00 20.30 22.70 30.70 

"''Ull::se are the statistics of rhe data plotted in Fig. 8. Th~e data were taken during a 2-hr trip 
£rom Old Alexandria to nonheast Washington, D.C. The drive followed I-95 to U.S. 295 to 
~lvania Avenue to East Capitol Street. Data starred recording Wedn~day, May 02, 
16:44:42, 1990. Note that magnetic field magnitude is less than 2.43 mG 90% of the time and 
greater than 4.79 mG only 5% of the time. 

*f«6674 frames. 



little ~tic shielding. such as vacuum cleaners and s:t113U hand-held tools 
and appliances, gener.tte high l()(';lt fidel$. Since most appliances (}perare at 
low voltage, they have rather small associated d«tric fietds. They nlay ~ 
however, dmw considerable currtnt and be dose to people, and therefore the 
magnetic fields asrociar:ed with their use may be signific.ant. 

A. Household 

1. Ektrk Blakers 
Florig and Hoourg (1991} have reported the fields associated with electric 

blanket$. Electric fid<k wry from about 20 to over JOO V /m, depending 
upon the blanket m.a11utacture, and the fitld decreuc:s slowly with distance. 
They report ~etie &elds at the bW:tket surface of seveml hulldred mili· 
puss~ decreasing to aboot 10 mG ar a distance of 10 em. They calculate the 
average magnetic flux density within the whole body of an adult: sleeping 
under an electric: blanket 5eparated &om the body by 1 em to be between 21.1 
and 31.1 mG, depending upon the size and type of blanket used. The result
am average induced current would be 0.15 nA/cm1, greatest at the body 
periphery and nearest the blanket. The re:si.sdvc lood of the heating wir6 
rc:suJts in a current proponiomd to the line voltage,. vecy sinu$0idal. 

There have bccn reports: of a new generation of electric blankets that use 
twist¢4 pair heating wtte$ that produce much less: magnetic fidd. Clearly in 
rhose individuals who use electrk! bbmkcrs this exposure can be dominant 
from the time spent in tbe 6eid. Other appliances, such as a hair dryer, may 
geuemte Ja.rge fieJds. but rarely would an individual be in the field for long 
periods. One exception ro this gcnermization is users of computer monitors. 

2. Contour Map of Living Room :~mJ Kitchen 
An example of living background fields is shown in Fig. 9. The data that 

were used co caJcubc:e the contours were: taken at a time when none of me 
appliances noted on rhc map were oper.ating,. The 2.- to 3-mG ~eld aaoss the 
center of the room was from a cable under the floor anying a load to the 
second floor. The field ~llitudes being parallel is a characteristic oi line
carrying current that may be from a power line or a cable in a house. The field 
from an isolated cable decreases propordonal ro the u1verse of the distance 
from. the cable. The map shows the location of various household appliances. 
Theu applilmt't$ have magnetic fields that are very local. They decrease as rbe 
square of the distance from the source. The ilpp-liances noted on the map are 
described later in this section by thcir spectrum and a magnitude at a refer· 
ence distance. This allows C$timating the fie1d by the rule of d~ng the 
field by the square of the distance from the sot.m:e. 

Household appli.a11c:es differ from most power l~d$ in their .more non
sinusoidal wave shape .and larger ha.tmon.ie oomenr. large power loads are 
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daign~ for effi<::ienqr~ low-power futor, low vibmtion, and low noise:. 
AppliatU:es other than reffiserators and furttaee blowers :are generally de
siped for high power, low pric~ ~nd smaJJ si~. To do this the intetr~AI iron 
lux paths have vuy high-Bux densities approachinssaturation that results in 
high third harmonic load currenrs and emanating ~erie fields. The scan
dud appliances are dO<:Umented here with their field intensit)• versus distance. 
opemtin3 wavesh~,. and spectrum. The selection was made to show a 
~ntadvc set of household items. 

J. Tdt'visitm od Computer MDttilfN' Pkltll 

Television sees and computer monitors are similar and can contribute to 
relatively long peri~ of exposure to the viewer and operator. The relevision 
or computer monitor dominantly cause the m.agnetic 6eld from me deflection 
coils on me cathode ray tube {CRT). The vc:ni01l tc.an frequency of television 
.and many computer monitor displays was chosen to be 60 liz sq that power 
frequency·inrerfering fltlds then cause a displacement that is much lm both· 
crsome ro a viewer. A field as row as llS mG is a detectable dlstottion levd in 
this case, where the frequency difference is ofren I cycle/minute. If me 
venial sweep« selln frequenq difm from the power line frequency. and if 
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the power line magnetic field is strong. the display will wif81e or appear fuu:y. 
There are a few computer monitor mter modes that are SO and 10 Hz that 
react with a 60-Hz interfcn:nc::e to have a troublcwmc: lO~Hz displacement 
modulation (Dc:no and Baishik~ 1981). A power lme field of 10 mG am be 
detected in this (';Ue. Atty d.egtadation of a display will ause &tisue to a 
viewer. 

The horizontal scan frequencies are 15.36 kHz for the interlaced NTSC 
video (TV), and rhe 1993 computer monitors ~ngc from 30 to 60 kHz. The 
horlzmual sc.an magnetic field is directed vcrticrtl to deflect the electron beam 
horizontally. The horizontal S(:att detlection coils an: smaller on the inside of 
me ddlection yoke. The smaller horttonud deflection coil has lower rC'aA;
tane;:e that <;orrelates with a lower ~etic field enwtating arourtd the CRT. 
For thi$ reason the horizontal scan magncd<.: field is ofren ooe-thlrd that of 
the venia) scan oE 60 Hz. Recent 1993 monitors have been constmcced wit:h 
what is caled a saddle yoke. The external fields have been reponed to be 
reduced by a factor of three. The deflection (;()i• saddle-toroidal and saddle ... 
saddle winding methods are di5CU.Ssed with indll!itry practices in an a:rtl.:lc: by 
O'Connor (1991}. The nu1gnetic field reduction effecu are oompared with the 
rest of the indl.l$tty. 

A measure of the vcnicalsweq~ m~etic field at the power frequency is a 
good indication of the dominant magn~tie field ahout the CRT. The horizon
tal san tidd an be ~mated from rhe .b().Hz field. The vertical $t!an field is 
horizontal. while the horizontal scan field is vertical about the CRT. Figure 10 
shows the 60·Hz vcttic:d SQUl field data vel'lW$ distance from the screen. 

The sam field is a ramp wavefomt. The retrace pan is f.lsr and proouces 
the spread of the spectrum. Fipre UA shows the 60-H:t verti-cal SQn mag .. 
nedc field ve!$US time, and Fig. 11 B shows its spectrum for a tele\·ision set. 
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FIGUR£ 10 Sj,, Meuuted 1tooz.oom rmg:n«i<: li¢ld map~ \'(ml$ ~e from me 
cemet ot dl¢ television "t Cfll' ~rem. B. is tetponsible fnt the- \IZ!rtiosi ~ 
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Figure 12A shows the 60-Hz vertical scan magnetic field derivative versus 
time, and Fig. 12B shows the derivative spectrum for a computer monitor. 
These two devices have essentially the same 60-Hz magnetic field. Figure 12 
shows that the retrace derivative resembles an impulse function with its 
hannonic spectrum levels resembling a constant level. A computer monitor's 
30-kHz horizontal scan magnetic field is similar with more distortion from 
eddy currents in the monitor structUre. Since a magnetic field induced a 
current proportional to frequency, for a 30-kHz horizontal scan the induced 
current is roughly 30,000/60 == 500 times greater than the 60-Hz field. 

The practice of the establishment has been to quantify the ELF magnetic 
field magnitude. If biological effects are from induced current, then the 
derivative would be che important characterization. Magnetic field bone 
healing treatment machines have proprietary waveforms that implicate 
a significance of the waveform. This opens the question of how standards 
of field magnitude are justified; the answer is beyond the scope of chis chap
ter. It is important to appreciate the existence of the field derivative proper
ties. 

4. Clothes Washer 

The clothes washer is mainly a running powerful single-phase induction 
motor and a few solenoid valves. The motor magnetic field from the operator 

Phase referenced for 60Hz at 0 degrees 

-10~--~--~--~~--~--~--~~--~--~----~~ 
0 0.005 O.ol 0.015 O.Q2 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05 

Time (sec) 
FIGURE 13 Ootheswasher-measured magnetic field versus time. The magnetic field is very 
sinusoidal with a p¢ak amplitude of 8 mG. 
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Low frequency amplitude spectrum 
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FIGURE 14 Ootheswasher-measured magnetic field spectrum. Compare with the time do
main description of the lidd and note how small the non-60-Hz components are. 

is toward the washer. The magnetic field at the operator's position is shown in 
Figs. 13 and 14. The field is dose to a pure sine wave. The few ripples at the 
peak of the sinusoid are typical with induction motors. 

S. Toasrer 

A toaster is a resistive heater load that draws current proportional to the 
power line 60-Hz sinusoidal voltage. These fields are characteristically a very 
smooth sinusoid. 

6. Dishwasher 

A dishwasher operates in a series of conditions during wash and rinse 
cycles. The magnitude was 4.6 mG over the dishwasher and 7.5 mG at the hip 
position of an operator. The field from the heater current is very sinusoidal 
from the power line voltage. The field from the induction motor current is 
similar to the clothes washer motor; see Figs. 13 and 14. The field from the 
solenoid current has a third harmonic similar to Figs. 19 and 20. 



FJGUU 1S ~Hz duo. !80 tit: mC~~Su:red ~ fidd fn:un t!u: halt dtyer Ymui: 

di$li;ln". 

?. V«nm Clmn:r 
A Eureka 3 horsepower vacuum deane:r WS$ used in this evaluation. The 

field was Ionsimdinal and circ;:um£erentlll ~about the motor. a point murt"e. At 
8 ln. above the motor the field level was lo mG. The high ourpm power for 
the weight selettG a serieG brush motor for vacuum cleaner.s similar ro a lutnd 
cireukr saw motor. See. F".gs. 19 and 2.0 for waveform and spectrum. 

8. lilir Dryer 

F'tgure lS show& the measured mt'BJleUC field magnitude versus distarn:e 
from the hair dryer. f"lS.Ure J6 shows rhe magnitude versus time field from a 
hair dryer. Figure 17 shows the spectrum and a dominant second harmonic 
present. The shape of the lidd waveform and t:he large second hannonic 
indicates an unusual half w.tve recrmcadon. This cype of changing field is 
unique to very small awliances that are designed for a«asionM use. The hair 
dryer is often used .at distances from 2 to 6 in. t':rom the penon's head. 

9. Rno.r 

The r.a:zor studied wu A Noreko SSOTL. The field wu tnea$Ured perpen
dicular to the handle cutter surface. B.,. wu perpendicular te> ~utter surface. 
The tUOt is an example of g nonsynchroniud power co1uumprion. The 
spectrum showed a very domirtanf 360-Hz mqucncy. The ntzor is a rebrively 
low .. powc:r devi~ with a«ompanying mod$ stray magncric fields. The ntzor 
is used a short time with only 14-mG field ll'IHimum at the surm(e of rhc skin 
and 2. mG at 2 in. fre>m th~ cutter Stttf.a~e. The low iidd level and the short 
period of operation suggest that this appliance is: not a signibt source of 
exposure. 
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B. OccupatiouJ Expo$ure 

Occupational ~xposures include household types, with additional special 
mar:hin:c:s: and st.tndard of&e equipment. A eypical real estate oHke with a 
superimpo$ed contour plot of m~etiJ; field intensity is shown in f'rg. 18. It is 
an example of how ofiice equipment in6uenccs the sp.1.rial disrribudon of the 
ELF magnetic field. The example shows a very low b:cckground level with 
local sourees from energized oRice machines. 

l. Htlnd Circular S#w 
Fi.gu:res 19 and 20 show rhe magnetic field of a hand cir<:ular saw. The 

field spectrum is a good exampJ~ of a large third and fifth harmonic in a 
machine: that works the internal iron ftux density into partial wura.tion. This 
is characteristic in series brush~type motors that are designed for a hiib power 
to weight ratio. The \'acuum deaner motor is similar in design and bas similar 
magnetic field$. 

i'ime (M:.e) 

RGURE 19 H~ arc!N.r aw~mr<'4 magMtic: lidd ~s time, ibis is a ~
power•to-~t 11\e~ wound mottlf' similar to a v.at:uum deaner motor. 1'be kw.r wetsht is 
au.tined by wotkiftg the mapt«ic flux in me iron into sarumdon. wbich auS<S :. rhitd Iwm* 
c:umnt c:ompoacnt. Note t'lm the ps)c ma~ licBd exc:mtt. lOOmG iWl tlt.¢ nonJtnmoicbl 
ti3Wtt of dte Stld at this lo<adcm. 
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FIGURE 20 H~ ~rc:ubr u•Nne8$1tmi ~ric: field ~tmm. l1te 60-fh rompo
tt.Citit ~ ~iwdt a t.» mG ;ACd dlle dlitd JtumO«<k u 62. m.G. "fM:re ;m: I'CW\f adcl ~n· 
ics. The odd harmonics m: C'~mrimc of m~ peaked f'utmion o€ time in F~t• 19. 

2. Copy M«biM 
A Canon NP-1218 copy machine generated the magnedc field reported 

here. Tbe nefd Wl!$ recorded while ready tO print. The 6d.d puJsf:d three times 
0\let' 10 sec from 3 ro 17 mG at rhe paper output loudon ltom the intemal 
solid.mte controUer. The field pulsed 1 to 1.3 mG at the position of the 
opemtor. The operator's position in the rady to print sr1ttWi wti domlru1ted 
by pulsei of B., == 1-3 mG. The magnetic field at the operalor's poiition is 
shown in Figs. 21 and 22.. The m~itude and spc:mum are c:hamcteristic of a 
mixture ol motors and solid·state controllc:n in modem equipment. The 
\'ariations iugeSt the complexity of quantifying 6eld exposure. 

J. Snulll GJsoJiiJC Engines 
Small2- and 4-cyde engines have ignition systems enecgized by a ftywheel 

magnet assembly. In the ftywhet~ a magnet's motion creates a changing 
magnetic field in the region of a con. ~ induced current that results is used 
to operate: the: ignition system to the spark plug. Thae assemblies emit a much 
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FIGURE. 21 Copy machine-measured magnetic tield versus time. Note the nonsinusoidal 
waveshape characteristic of complicated solid-srote-controlled devices yielding harmonics to 
60Hz. 

larger magnetic field than a generator or alternator that have a tightly con
trolled magnetic flux path through an armature. A professional chain saw 
operator may expose his genital area to this magnetic field for many hours a 
day due to his work position. Some of the newer solid-state ignition chain 
saws have a lower field. Measurements were made through a sensor filter with 
a bandwidth of 60 to 180Hz. A Homelight Model 410 emitted 500 mG in 
idle and 550 mG at operating speed. A small Echo saw with solid-state 
ignition emitted 200 mG in idle and 150 mG at operating speed. These 
measurements emphasize the unappreciated phenomena that appliances do 
not have to be "plugged in" to generate magnetic fields. Engines and fans have 
steel parts that can chop the earth's magnetic field in the ELF spectrum. 
Battery-powered devices are designed for efficiency and have less emission of 
magnetic field. 

4. Heavy Electrical Machinery 

Most heavy machines have surprisingly modest 60-Hz fields for two 
reasons: they are designed to efficiently use the magnetic flux they create, and 
the regions of highest fields are in the interior of the machine away from 
human operators. 

Higher fields will be experienced in welding. Welding is an example 
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Low frequency amplitude spectrum 
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FIGURE 22 Copy machine-measured magnecic field spectrum. The 60-Hz component is 
about 1.7 mG at this location and the third harmonic at 180Hz is almost five times smaller. 

where the field comes from a simple conductor. The H vector is easily 
calculated and converted to milligauss by 

H = lj(2nr) (47) 

and 

B= 12.5 H mg (48) 

in air. For example a welding current of 100 A at 30 em from the operator 
would yield a field calculated as follows: 

H = 100j(2n0.3) =53 Ajm (600 mG). (49) 

This field is usually present for short periods of time. 

C. Transients 

Some biological researchers have expressed the opinion that occasional 
transients are less significant than repetitive cycles encountered in long expo
sure. Transients are difficult to measure and to describe. For example, switch
ing a 110-Vac circuit to a motor has a continually changing current until the 
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motor completes its $t8.tt-up ;;equ~ ad stabilizes to it$ operating speed. 
This often rakes over a s<:cond. That means tMt difficult high-resolu
tion, continuous recording is ~sary lor measurement and display of the 
data. A pr.l(ticabte ~on.ecm is that the scaling mll$t be prcKt correctly for the 
~~ng quem. Iterative autose2fing cannot be ti$Cd in a oonreperitive 
uansienr. 

Automobiles are a common bur extreme ause of :a series. of difkult-to
de$(ribe transient~. Current loops are switch~ with •igniliotnr atnpet*ge for 
the scatter motor, head lighcs, and f.lm. Since these resulting currents ace fairly 
steady, the resulting constant magnetic field induces nqftgible steady-are 
currents. Funhermon:-, the steady state of de fidds produced seldom exceeds 
the eanh"s ~c; lidd. The$e are mostly tnnJients an& switcltcd constant• 
current iidds. 

VJ. EXPOSVR.ES 01'HER THAN El.F 

A. Maptk llaonance Imaging 

Table Vll providci a pmpective of typical magnetic field levels. Ma,gnerlc 
resonaJKC imaging (MRI} devices are the extreme: of magnerit' ficld intensity. 
Fidd rnagnitude.s ~bout MRI devices are reported with concour maps by 
Studdy and Lecuyer {1987}. A oomp~ reference on health elects i$ 
attributed to Tenforde {1981}. Other biological health d'ecrs references are 
provided in the Stuchly and Lecuyer {1987) reference. The contour levels 
t't'pCtted have baDpark chatacreristics of a point source proponi<mal to 1/ 
rad2 wkh a lC\>el of SO mT (500,000 mG} at l m from ~he <:enter for a l·T MRl 
d~ice. The MRt !-T magnetic field intensity device is a static field. If this 
field is switched rapidly, it win stimulate the nervous system directly. 

B. Commuokarioas 

AM radio signals are an example of a common propagating low·frc-
quenq-radiated. wave. Their aign.ilia.nt levels .are usually found in the ~nge of 
t p..V fm to 1 m V fm. Since the induced current from :att dearie 6e1d is 
proportional ro its frequency of oscillation, a 1-MHz mdio ~ at a field 
nrcnp of 0.1 mV/m induces :a cumnt equivalent ro a 60·Hz field of 1.6 
Vfm: (tU mV/m)(l MHz/60 Hz) -1.6 V/m. A sirnllar relationship holds 
for the fi128DeUC field. The radiofrequenq magnctk field is: related to its 
electric ndd by H • E/Z. The 0.1-mV /m r.adiowave then has a magnetic 
field of 0.26 X 10-f AJm. The induced c:umnt msgnit:ude-r:quivalent 60-Hz 
magnetic fidd is 0.0044 A/rtlt 0.055 mG. Table II includes tb~ relation of 
propapins field mengrhs to radiated power density of watts per sq~ 
meter perpendicular ro the direction of propagation. 



C. Matnttk IAvitatioc Vcbkle5 

Alrhough rnagnetk levitation of vehicles is cumntly a research subject, it 
is signmQlnt from an environmental planning point-of-view. The Ddds about 
a. nuf811ttk levitation vehicle arc che subject of a. report [US. Department of 
Transportation (USOOT). 1992). Tht repott measured statk {de) fidel& and 
specmam between 2.5 and 2500 Hz.. The average field wu 100 mG near dte 
floor and 20 mG at a swtdlng head Jevd. The avmp srarlc field near the 
floor W8$ 835 mG. Ar the edge of the loading platform. 300 mG was measured 
;as the vthide passed. 

VD. £XlSTING STANDARDS FOR ELF ElECTRIC AND 
MAGNBTIC fiELDS 

The reference of Nair# 111. (1989) includes a seaion endded "Regulatory 
Activity and Exposure Standards, •• in whkh the regulatory status is weB 
described: "The natural inscinc;t of.. rq;u.1atory authorities.. ii to implicitly 
assume that nwre is 'WOrse and impo$e field strength limitl!.n The limits set are 
based on the maximum levds of existing power lines. Power lines an: uwalty 
the tint subjC~;t of regulation :and conmweny. They are obviou• from the 
nature of dttir 5ize. Power lines ~nerate large field-. Power lines are more 
predictable than disrrlbution lints. h is anticipated for tht future that the 
concern will increuin&fy extend ro distriburion systems and home appliances. 

A. State Jlqulatioos 

States have regulated the field strength limits on uammission line l'iabts
of-way. Table VI is a list of these regulations cited by Nair d al. (1989) with 
the NY 200-mG level :at the edge of the ROW. This 2CJO..mG :appliation. is 
lxt.scd upon the mean field level ror existing ROWs.. The Public Sm'ice 
Con:m1ksion w.tttlti ro push utility tt'S.t'l$a'tission line design toward reduced 
fields in new conwuaion. These field levels and their r:arionale wilt probably 
be revisited in the near future on the basis of health effects. rescarch. The 
conuoversy comes from ream: epid~iolog.ical stUdies suggesting po$s:iblc 
htalth hazards at low mqnedc field levek. 

B. Occapational ExposuR: 

Cka~pationa1 exposure limits have been Rcommended in the publication 
c"Thl'<$hOl<t Limit V21UI!S fot Chc:mial Substances and Physical Agents and 
BioJogiQf Exposure Indic~, (Industrial Hygienists, 1992-1993}. The 11.l:OIC· 
netic Gdd limit ovtr the spectrum is pr=nted and provides a useful pmpecw 
rive by a group thar hu adc:lm&td rhe subject. The sections are entitled: 



TABLE. vt State-R-ated Field Uv#ls along 
Ttansmissio11 ROW 

Field limit 

SOO kV lil:l6 
10 kV /mitt ftOW 
l kV/m .tt. of ROW 
200 m(t at~ of ROW 
250 me ar ~of ROW £or doobk: cin:uir 

U) rev tinelMo smaJtu 
8kV/minROW 
2 kV /mat~ of kOW 
ISO mC at td&e of ROW 

S kV /m in R.OW 
t kV /mat~ of ROW in ~ltial .uw 
l kVjmat.ofR.OW 
U kV jm ar • of ROW 
200 m(i ac .of ROW 
9 k:V /m in ROW 
5I kVjmin ROW 

• Radiofrequcncy /Microwave Radiation 
• Static Ma~tk Fidds 
• Sub-Radiofrequeney {30 kHl': and belov.•) M~etk Fields 
• Sub-Radiomquency {30 kHz and below) and Static Electric Ficlds 
• Ulttavlclet Radiation 

In rhe 60·Hz ELF spectrum, it i$ stated dun routine oC"cupadonal exposure 
shouJd not ~ec:d Bn.v in mT = 60/((/is in Hz}. The n::fc::n::m:::e goes on to 
dte cardiac pQ.t:emaker interference from magnet:fc fields as being as low as 
0.1 mT (t.O G}. 

C. Swedish Sandard 

5wc,mn ELF radiation standards M\'e been distributed for video units. 
This is interpreted as applying to TV sets and computer monitOr$. A value of 
2.5 mG is given for Band I, 5 Hz to 2 kHz. This is televant to the vertical scan,. 
horizontal field, and frequencies of SO- 70 Hz rhat are in the ELF power 
spectrum. The standard describes for Band II, 2 kH~ to 400 kHz, a recom· 
mended limit of 2S nT rms (0.2$ mG}. Band n co\•e:rs the hori:r.ont:a1 scan 
frequency, which commonly range$ from TV 1S JcH:r: to 3Q kHz in eomputcr 
monitors. The horizontal m.n m:agnetit: 6eld about a CRT is usually one--tlurd 
that or the vertical and is oriented vertically. in Section V .A, f' •. 11, 12> ,and 
11 desaibe the ~ scan field. Using the one--third rule for level of the 



hori:.ontal scan relative to the ve:rtiad scan, r:he Band II field levels can be 
estimated. 

VIII. SUMMARY 

The ELF 34) .. JOO Hz sp«trum indudes the dectric power fields of SO or 
60 Hz and their main bannonies. The ELF specuun\ is addressed in this 
chapter. The rest of the spectrum is di.scu.ed to provide a perspective. 
Background ELF fields are of biological research interesr, ~usc people are 
often exposed to them for long periods of time. The important dnu:a<:tcristies 
of low-level E.LF mag;neric field to biologicd dfccts are not an established 
subject# whidt complic.ac:es quantirativc exposure description. The El.F lidds 
are analyzed by using simplifications referred to .as quasi~tic or quasi
steady..srace amdysis. In this case the propagation properties of electmmsg
nedc fields m not used. Induced currents and voltages on nearby objeets 
from sources of the fields are strongly inftuenced by frequency or rate of 
change. Thus., a t-mG magnerlc field ac 180Hz will induce three times the 
cumnt of a 1-mG magnetic field at 60 Hz. 

The earth's magnetic field of around SOO mC induc:es no ctHTCnt without 
rotation of an ooicct. A typical human body rotational moti()Q of 1 radjsec in 
the earth's field induces a current magnitude equivalent ro 1 mG of a t$0-Hz. 
ield. Household appliartces have higher local fields rban ground·Jevel high 
power lines. AppliAlnces emir dipole fields that are very 1~, to which people 
rend ro be exposed for short pcri<Kis of time. Many appliam;es generate 
magnetic fields with fn:quenq components greater than 60 Hz with time 
variations. The (;Oordirmtc alignment of an apJ>llilnce magnetic field i$ r_.n~ 
dom. T~ qualities comp)imte a quantitative measure of l'MlJ.l'letlC field 
exposure even wirh the restriction of indudittg only rhe ElF specrmm. 

Table VII summarizes the fields over the entire $pettmm in which we are 
immersed. In the ELF speetrttm, a level of 1-2 mG i!S common. A switching 
transient such as a motor stan: and Sfop is assumed ro be of such short 
duration that transients were: not discussed in detail. Magnetic fields of long 
duration have been emphasized. Some of the complex magnetic field descrip
tion problems are: 

1. Appliances are turned on and off irregularly. 
2. Low*level background fields change wirh r:lme. 
3. Local sotm:cs often have significant harmonic cCtncenr: in their emitted 

ELF magnetic ndd with unpredictable coordinate amplitude and phase com
ponents. 

4. lf a biological system is sufficiently sensitive to he affected by the 
low-le11el comMOn ~kground ELF magnetic field, the de<.'t is not a statis:ri
al hearing energy type of phenomenon. Spectral content and coordinate 
orienauion could be significant charnctcrization. Magnetic fields of long 
durwion have been emphasized. 



S. H'annonics1 their indi.,.idual coordittates, their phase relationship. and 
the <:hange in time are too complex ro c:omplctdy cham<:terize. Simpli.ficacion 
examples are~ 

a. HJrmoni" art mt-awred at a point in space and time,. 
b. statistical deSffiptors, such as field ~itude and recording field 

mapitude versus rime incret't'tenu, are used, 
c. Spatial magnitude contours are determined on a horizontal plane 

at a point in time, over a referen" space, and described by a 
map. 

d. field magnitude is measured at a point in time along a path of travel 
and presented spatially on rt'lapii. 

TABL! VII Summary of Typkal Eletttic and Mapc:tk: FWd Effect~ 

a.& cqaivatcnt 
Jicld for lk uc.w: Co.m~oo 

Sotmc FmiRMY Stre~~stb ~cumac c:xpc!W'tC 

Etccmc 
Earth6dd Corustant m fair + 100 'V amuad Notapp~ V«Y )Qw in· 

vm.rller Jm duetd c!IU'I.'dl.t 

Clad!q Spadtdi~ Uptovol.• Net~~ V~with 

~down b~ 
JMV/m Rubbintl: clot& 

euausc 
l:nskdown 

Housthold «<Hz Mu.SOV/m Same L<mg~ot 
imm~ 

P~lit~eS ~Hr. SkV/mmu &tme Sllort <Iumia 

Ml~ 
&rtbfidd Hutni'U\ motion .soome; Rotation 

O..lm4/f«: O.lmG W;dldag 
!.tad/~ t.OmG Aai~ 

Household 60Hz O.lto2mG Same &ckgoond t~cl 
Powcdines 60Hz !to lOOmG Same SO!) nt.G, awr. 
MIUd.,ouie Coosttru lT N« tpplicablC' Brief. <:lirtkal in-

imtM dkatioo 

~SeW 

AM radio 1 MH• (UmV/m 1.6V/m Comtant expo• 
O.OOlmG O.OOmG lill~ 

Quui·mady 
Sta~ 

~r 50 UJifrb 6.32 Vjm. Beycmd hreak· ~ 
20mC down 1000Wjm1 



Appliances emit point source dipole 
fields with unpredictable orientatLon 
that decrease proportional to 11 r" 
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Background magnetic fields come from line currents such as 
house wiring, distribution lines, water lines, and transmission 
lines where a residual current produces a field that is not 
cancelled locally. The field decreases proportional to 1/r. 
Th• d;'9'am sho"' the'""'"' I.'""' th• pape<. \ 

'~ ~ 
B = }.1.1 X r/(21t1'2) 

A field f~JJ from a line of A field is horizontal above or 
current 1S mostly verllcat. below a fine of current. / 

'\ ' ./ 
FIGURE 23 Characteristics of an ELF field spatial distribution in [he environment. 

Background ELF fields are usually vertical, because background sources 
tend to be currents in a conductor at a distance on a similar elevation. Figure 
23 shows how the field is distributed about a line of current and why the 
similar elevation determines the magnetic field to be verticaL Line current 
fields decrease as 1/r, where r is perpendicular to the current path. Appliances 
are point sources that have dipole fields. These fields are usually intense 
internal to rhe appliance, such as inside the motor. The externally emitted 
fields decrease proportional ro 1jr2• Since appliance fields decrease so rap
idly, they do not dominate a background field level in normal habitat. The 
distributed background level of magnetic field often has the greatest influence 
on ELF magnetic field exposure. An exception would be an electric blanket. 

The important points discussed in this chapter were arbitrarily selected. 
Clearly any biological study should fully characterize the magnetic field used. 
The parameters of characterization should not be less than those described in 
this chapter. It is expected that new research will point out different and 
significant characterizations. 
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44. Please provide quantitative data showing that EKPC has violated any electric field 
exposure limit to which utilities serving in the Commonwealth of Kentucky must adhere 
as approved and mandated by Kentucky law. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

There are no known Kentucky standards 





45. Please provide quantitative data showing that EKPC has violated any magnetic 
field exposure limit to which utilities serving in the Commonwealth of Kentucky must 
adhere as approved and mandated by Kentucky law. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

There are no known Kentucky standards 





46. Please provide quantitative data showing that EKPC has violated any federal 
electric field exposure limit to which utilities serving in the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
must adhere. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

I know of no federal electric field standards. 





47. Please provide quantitative data showing that EKPC has violated any federal 
magf1eti~ field exposure limit to which utilities serving in the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
must adhere. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

I know of no federal magnetic field standards. 





48. Please provide quantitative data showing that EKPC has violated any Rural 
Utilities Service C'RUS 11

) electric field exposure limit to which utilities serving in the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky must adhere. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

I know of no RUS electric field standards. 





49. Please provide quantitative data showing that EKPC has violated any RUS 
magn(3tic field exposure limit to which utilities serving in the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
must adhere. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

I know of no RUS magnetic field standards. 





50. If you provide any quantitative data in response to information requests 4 and 5 
above, please provide a copy of the federal, state, or RUS standard(s) which support 
your response. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

Please see the answer to question 4 





51. Please state whether Dr. Carpenter disagrees with the information contained in 
the Department of Energy's RAPID brochure? If the answer is "yes," please identify 
each such disagreement and provide a detailed description of the nature of, reason for 
and facts supporting the disagreement. 

ANSWER BY: David 0. Carpenter M.D. 

I have not seen this brochure, so cannot comment. 





52. At the end of the next to last paragraph of his testimony, Dr. Carpenter 
states, "It is particularly onerous in that the utility did not have to run the line so 
close to their house, since there are open fields both to the east and the west." 
Please describe the analysis performed by Dr. Carpenter that established that the 
"open fields both to the east and the west" were viable and available alternative 
routes for the transmission line. 

ANSWER BY: David 0. Carpenter M.D. 

Mrs. Barker reported to me that she and her family own lands both to the east and the 
west which were available to the utility. 





53. In the last paragraph of his testimony, Dr. Carpenter states, "This must be a 
critical consideration when routes for a new high voltage powerlines are being 
considered, and this clearly did not occur when the present line was built." Please 
provide the analyses, studies, and documentation Dr. Carpenter relied upon to reach 
this conclusion. 

ANSWER BY: David 0. Carpenter, M.D. 

The evidence is the fact that the line was placed so close to the house as to result in 
significantly elevated exposure to the residents. If the harm to the residents had been 
considered the line would not have been placed there. 





54. Please provide the name, title, address and phone number of all experts with 
whom the Barkers have consulted regarding the effect of magnetic fields or electric 
fields. For each such expert identified, please provide copies of any reports, 
correspondence or other documents received. 

ANSWER BY: The Barkers 

John C. Pfeiffer, P.E. 

Pfeiffer Engineering Company, Inc. 

2701 Lindsay Ave. 

Louisville, Kentucky 40206 

502-897-1630 

Dr. David 0. Carpenter, M.D. 

Director of the Institute for Health and the Environment at the University of 

Albany 

Professor of Environmental Health Science 

5 University Place, A217 

Rensselaer, NY 12144 

518-442-3300 

Dr. Frank Barnes Ph.D 

University of Colorado at Boulder 

Boulder Co. 80309-0425 

303-492-8225 





55. If it is your contention that the transmission line project was not a replacement or 
upgrade of an existing transmission line, please provide a detailed description of the 
facts upon which such contention is based. 

ANSWER BY: John Pfeiffer 

This project is a replacement project. 
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